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Mesons in a relativized quark model with chromodynamics
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We show that mesons —from the m to the Y—can be described in a unified quark model with
chromodynamics; The key ingredient of the model is a universal one-gluon-exchange-plus-linear-
confinement potential motivated by QCD, but it is crucial to the success of the description to take
into account relativistic effects. The spectroscopic results of the model are supported by an exten-
sive analysis of strong, electromagnetic, and weak meson couplings.

I. INTRODUCTION

TABLE I. The importance of confinement in QQ.
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(GreV) cx,

ao ——( 3 o.,m~) ' Approximate % of 2S-1S
(fm) from confinement

1.5
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0.34
0.21
0.16
0.14
0.12

0.58
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0.07
0.04
0.02
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15
10

The discovery and exploration of the charmonium sys-
tem and the parallel development of quantum chromo-
dynamics (QCD) hive revolutionized hadron physics. It
is becoming clear that heavy-quark systems can be well
described by nonrelativistic potential models and that
many of their properties reflect the dynamics expected
from QCD. '

However, until confinement is better understood it is
urilikely that we will be able to rigorously compare quar-
konia with the predictions of QCD. This is illustrated in
Table I which shows the fraction of the 2S-1S splitting
which arises from confinement in a typical "Coulomb-
plus-linear" fit to heavy quarkonia: clearly the properties
of the confinement potential will continue to play an im-
portant role in the foreseeable future. Therefore, to study
these systems we must for the present rely on models
which are a mixture of "true" QCD and phenomenologi-
cal treatments of confinement which are motivated by
QCD: we call such models "soft QCD" to remind our-
selves both of their rigor and their region of applicability.

Despite this appellation, and notwithstanding the many
possible criticisms, such models have been successfully ap-
plied to the charmonium ( cc ) and more recently b
quarkonium ( bb ) families, so that the value of such a
picture is now widely accepted. Moreover, the success of
soft QCD in these sectors at least raises the question of
where, as the quark mass is decreased, such models be-
come useless. Even though it seems certain that they will
become inaccurate if small masses are involved, one might
hope that the dynamics of light quarks can be at least

qualitatively understood on the basis of these same
models.

In this paper we present the results of a study of light
and heavy mesons in soft QCD. We have found that all
mesons —from the pion to the upsilon "an be described in
a unified framework We .substantiate this conclusion by
first calculating meson spectra and then performing an
extensive analysis of meson couplings. Section II de-
scribes the model, while Secs. III and IV deal with spec-
troscopy and decays, respectively. In Sec. V we discuss
our results. Some conclusions and comments are given in
the final section.

Since most of the elements of our model have appeared
in one form or another elsewhere, some general comments
on its relationship to earlier work in this area seem to us
to be mandatory; we will make more specific comments in
the appropriate sections below. Almost all quark poten-
tial models are based on some variant of the Coulomb-
plus-linear potential expected from QCD and ours turned
out to be no exception (we tried and rejected several alter-
natives). Many models have also included some form of
the running coupling constant of QCD, but we know of
no other work in which the effects of a, (Q ) have been
treated in such a consistent and complete manner as is the
case here. Relativistic effects have also often been dis-
cussed, but their treatment has normally been a somewhat
patchwork affair. Here we have attempted to identify all
possible types of relativistic effects, including smearing,
nonlocality, and momentum-dependent effective poten-
tials, and to then treat them for all mesons in a unified
and physically motivated way. We are not satisfied with
our relativization of the quark model, but we believe it to
be a step forward. Aside from such fundamental differ-
ences in the framework of our model (we have mentioned
the most important new features, but there are others), we
believe the work presented here is also distinguishable
from earlier work by its breadth of application. We have
not only compared the results of our unified model to all
known mesons simultaneously, but we have also made
predictions for hundreds of the as-yet-unseen low-lying
excitations of the various meson flavor sectors. As ex-
plained in the text, our calculations were not only exten-
sive, but they were also accurately done: we did not rely
on dubious perturbative treatments of various terms in the
Hamiltonian. Once in possession of predictions for meson
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masses and wave functions, we then took another step
which, in previous treatments, has at best been only partly
done: as a test of our results we performed a very exten-
sive analysis of the couplings (strong, electromagnetic,
and weak) of our model states. In fact, as far as we are
aware, our calculations (which embrace not only all
known mesons but also many predicted ones) represent
the most wide-ranging and complete set of such calcula-
tions ever done. Given the success of our model in under-
standing the properties of most known states, it is our
hope and belief that such a unified treatment of all
mesons and their couplings can provide a useful guide to
experimenters in their searches for new states. Finally, in
addition to the new elements of our model and our exten-
sive analysis of meson couplings, we also make a number
of phenomenological observations (on, e.g. , the 1 D1
2 S~ ambiguity and the scalar-meson problem in light-
meson systems) which are new. Many of these observa-
tions, while made within the context of our model, have a
more general validity.

While the primary impetus for this work was, as indi-
cated, to understand mesons, we had some secondary
motivations. One of these was to provide a reasonably re-
liable model of the meson "background" against which
one hopes to see some of the more exotic hadrons (pure
glue states and hybrids) expected in QCD. Another was
to use mesons as a testing ground for ideas on the relativi-
zation of the quark model before applying those ideas to
the richer and experimentally better known baryons.

II. SOFT QCD AND THE MESON HAMII. TONIAN

Soft QCD, as we define it here, is based on the hy-
pothesis that hadrons may be approximately described in
terms of rest-frame valence-quark configurations, the
dynamics of which are governed by a Hamiltonian with
one-gluon exchange dominant at short distances and with
confinement implemented by a flavor-independent
Lorentz-scalar interaction.

We take as our basic equation the (not manifestly co-
variant but relativistic) rest-frame Schrodinger-type equa-
tion

and

where

(2b)

ag(r)H"" = — —c+—br—
gJ 4 4 F..F

I" J

includes the spin-independent linear confinement and
Coulomb-type interactions,

hypII »=-
gJ

a, (r)

mimJ
S;.S~5'(r)J

3S, rS, -r

T I

is the color hyperfine interaction, and

~SO ~SO(cm) ~SO(tp)
ij ij + ij

qq component of the total wave function are felt in terms
of mixing-matrix elements to qqg states. By integrating
out the effects of all higher Fock components in the wave
function, one can from this starting point always arrive at
an equation of the form of our equation (1). Our key as-
sumptions are that (i) with QCD cut off at some small
scale p of the order of the appropriate constituent quark
mass, the qq wave functions described by (1) will dom-
inate the total Fock-space wave functions so that their
normalizations can be taken to be approximately unity
and (ii) V(p, r) is a variant of the usual one-gluon-
exchange-plus-linear-confinement potential with modifi-
cations reflecting various expected relativistic effects to be
discussed below. While we will return to the general case
momentarily, for orientation we first note that in the non-
relativistic limit this equation becomes the familiar nonre-
lativistic Schrodinger equation with

2 2
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is the spin-orbit interaction with
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S; +
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I- (F;.Fq ),
mJ

V = V(p, r ) is a momentum-dependent potential, p =p1
= —p2 is a center-of-mass momentum, and where r be-
comes the usual spatial coordinate in the nonrelativistic
limit. The derivation of this equation and of the potential
V(p, r) is given below and in Appendix A, but before
proceeding we comment briefly on its status. In a Fock-
space representation, appropriate to a field-theoretic
description of bound states, it is always possible to use the
Schrodinger equation HV=E%', where H is the Hamil-
tonian of the field theory and %' a superposition of the
states of the theory. (Strictly speaking, this equation is
only well defined in the infinite-momentum frame, but
this technicality is easily circumvented. ) In this form the
effects of, for example, transverse-gluon exchange on the

its color-magnetic piece and with

conf
o(tp) 1 JIIJ' " =

2I" BP'

S; SJ+ .L
m m.J

2
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for quarks,

2
for antiquarks,

being the Thomas-precession term. In these formulas
I.=r&(p,
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and a, (r) is the running coupling constant of QCD which
we will discuss below in more detail. Since (10)

( F..F.)
4

rn a meson,

in a baryon,

the dynamics of these two confined systems are very
closely related by soft QCD. Multiquark systems are also
related by the same basic dynamics, although with many
possible internal color states their characteristics are not
expected to be very closely related to those of mesons and
baryons. The Hamiltonian (3) also has the property that
it only allows the creation of color singlets as isolated
hadrons.

Finally, the term K~ is the annihilation interaction of
Fig. 1, which must be taken into account in any sector
where qq annihilation via gluons can occur. %'hile Hz is
in principle calculable, at the present time it must normal-
ly be parametrized. Fortunately, it can only contribute in
isoscalar channels so in many cases its effects can be
avoided. %'e discuss this situation more extensively
below.

The Hamiltonian (2), though derived from the well
behaved equation (1), is actually inconsistent as it stands:
the spin-dependent terms H""" and H" are more singular
than r and are therefore illegal operators in the
Schrodinger equation. The resolution of this paradox re-
quires that we return to the more general case of Eq. (1) as
discussed in Appendix A. It is shown there that the rela-
tivistic potential V(p, r) differs from its nonrelativistic
limit in two qualitatively important ways: (i) the coordi-
nate r (which in the nonrelativistic limit is the relative
coordinate r&2 ——r& —r2) becomes smeared out over dis-
tances of the order of the inverse quark masses and (ii) the
coefficients of the various potentials [which in the nonre-
lativistic limit have the strengths shown in Eqs. (3) to (7)]
become dependent on the momentum of the interacting
quarks. The smearing of the potentials has the conse-
quence of taming all of their singularities, making them
legal operators in (2) and, more directly relevant for our
purposes, in (1) (which demands potentials less singular
than r '). The details of our implementation of this
smearing, which we accomplish via a smearing function

are relegated to Appendix A. The momentum dependence
of the potentials, as well as some technical issues related
to performing calculations with such potentials, is also
discussed in detail in Appendix A, but as an illustration of
such a dependence we note that in a relativistic treatment,
in general factors of m ' can become factors like
(p +m )

'~ . Thus, for example, the hyperfine interac-
tion of a light quark should not blow up like I ' but
rather should have (as in the bag model) a finite limit asI—+0 determined by (p '), which is in turn controlled
by the radius of confinement. Of course such modifica-
tions play a significant role only in light-quark systems.

While both of these requirements are semiquantitatively
defined by the considerations of Appendix A, the method
we have chosen for implementing them is very coarse.
Each type of interaction would in principle, for example,
have a distinct smearing function as well as more compli-
cated energy-dependent factors than those we assume. %'e
should also stress that these two types of effects are inti-
mately connected: they are together describing a momen-
tum dependence of our potentials which we cannot readily
impose on the usual spatial Schrodinger equation.
Despite these shortcomings, we believe that our method
correctly portrays the main characteristics of these rela-
tivistic effects.

We now turn to a discussion of the running coupling
constant a, . With Xf quark flavors with masses much
less than Q, in lowest-order QCD

(Q2) 12m

(33—2')ln(Q /A )

For 100(A &300 MeV and for 3 &Nf &5, a, is always
around 0.2 when Q =10 GeV and it varies very slowly
from Q = 5 to 20 GeV. On the other hand, as Q —+A the
perturbative formula (11) diverges, a behavior commonly
taken to be a signal of confinement. Since we are interest-
ed in this soft regime, we cannot avoid this divergence;
rather we assume that n, saturates at some value n,'"'""
for low Q as confinement emerges. We parametrize this
qualitative behavior in the convenient form

where

(Q2) g k

k
(12)

critical
CXg

——~ (Xk
k

is a free parameter, but where the remaining parameters
are used to fit (12) to a @CD curve for u, (Q ) as shown in
Fig. 2. The form (12) is convenient both because it is easi-
ly transformed into

~k
a, (r)=gak J e "dx

k
(13)

FICi. 1. The origin of the annihilation term H&.. a typical
graph.

and because the resulting color-charge distribution is easi-
ly convoluted with the relativistic smearing (10). These
details are also discussed in Appendix A.
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In mesons, single-gluon annihilation is forbidden by color
conservation, but annihilation via multiple gluons is ex-
pected. For heavy quarks where the annihilation is con-
trolled by a small a„ this process will (at least in the ab-
sence of anomalies) be dominated by the minimum num-
ber of gluons allowed: two for even and three for odd
charge-conjugation states. On general grounds we expect
this effect to lead to a contribution to the mass matrix
with diagonal entries of the form

0.2- ~(2a-ac =
Mg

0
0 10 Q(GeV)

FIG. 2. The saturating u, (Q ) [Eq. (12), solid curve] com-
pared to lowest-order @CD with A=200 MeV [Eq. (11), dashed
curve]; to allow for thresholds we let X/ in (11) be the num-
ber of flavors with 4mf &Q but demanded that a, be con-
tinuous (A refers to the %f——2 regime); the fitted
function is a, (Q )=0.25exp( —Q )+0.15exp( —Q /10)
+0.20exp( —Q /1000), with Q in GeV.

+~ hyp+II. So
(14)

(H denotes an operator that has been modified by the rela-
tivistic effects described above and detailed in Appendix
A) by directly diagonalizing in a large harmonic-oscillator
sectors. This diagonalization is first performed in

~
jm;Is) sectors where I.=rXp, S=S~+S2, and

J=I.+S. The off-diagonal effects of H ~'2""' [the tensor
part of (4) which can cause LJ+ LJ mixing] and of
H'(&2) (the antisymmetric piece of the spin-orbit interac-
tion which arises only if the quark masses are unequal, in
which circumstance it can cause LJ~'LJ mixing) are
then treated perturbatively by diagonalizing the mass ma-
trix in the basis of eigenvectors of the

~
jm;ls) sectors.

At both stages the basis used is expanded until we find
convergence.

For most states the solution of our Hamiltonian prob-
lem is complete at this point, but for self-conjugate iso-
scalar mesons we must also consider the effects of H„.

I

We have solved for mesons with the Hamiltonian (1) in
three stages. In the first two of these stages we treat the
Hamiltonian

(+2+m 2)1/2+(+2+ 2)1/2+II conf

where n =2 or 3 as C=+ or —.Since %&&(0)=0 if
L &0, we may further expect this effect to be very small
in heavy-quark systems unless L =0 [it will not be exactly
zero both because the annihilation actually occurs over a
region of size m~ and because there will be relativistic
smearing of the quarks over a region of size m~ '. Even
in S waves, however, this effect should be quite small in
the triplet states as can be seen by comparing to H"yp and
noting that a, &&a, even for ec. Thus in heavy quark
systems we can anticipate that the only place where an-
nihilation might be noticeable is in the states n So.

In light-quark systems we must, on the other hand, ex-
pect Hz to play a more important role. In the absence of
a calculation of the annihilation amplitudes we must then
treat Hz phenomenologically and consequently the
predictive power of our model is reduced for such light-
isoscalar mesons. This weakness is somewhat alleviated
by two factors: (1) Even in the light mesons H~ is usually
small, and there is considerable phenomenological evi-
dence to reinforce one's expectation that it becomes weak-
er as a meson system becomes more excited. Thus in
practice H~ can often simply be ignored. (2) All of the
self-conjugate isoscalar mesons in a given +'I.z sector
can, if it is necessary to consider annihilation at all, be
described by the introduction of a single new annihilation
parameter A( +'LJ), and, with the exception of the
pseudoscalar mesons which we will discuss extensively
below, this description is insensitive to uncertainties in
how the effects of H~ should be implemented.

With the exception of the pseudoscalar mesons, our
prescription for gluon annihilation mixing is adapted
directly from Eq. (15) above with relativistic modifica-
tions motivated by the observations of Appendix A: for
the annihilation amplitude from q;q; ~qjqj in the channel
2~+'I.J we take

a, (MJ )a, (M~ )A(2s+tLJ)J; ——4~(2L+I) A(2s+1LJ) ' J
~2

SL ( 4; )SL (%'~ )

fbi m~

where A ( +'Lz)J, depends on the unperturbe. d annihila-
tion channel masses MJ and M;, n is as above, and where
SL (4;) is a smearing of the q;q; wave function at the ori-
gin:

SI (%'; ) =— f d p 4;(p)
1 3 1

(17)

Here P;(p) =4; (p) F~xr (0&gz ) is the full normalized
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+ (ln2 —1)
2m

3

a, (MJ )a, (M;2)

%2
(18a)

This simple possibility has many attractive features, but,
as we shall see below, it would be ruled out if the experi-
mental indication for an isoscalar pseudoscalar meson at
around 1275 MeV is confirmed. We consequently consid-
er a second more exotic possibility (P2). At large
annihilation-channel invariant mass M, the perturbative
calculation must be correct so we know that in this region

2
a, (M )a('So)- ~

is small and negative. As M is decreased it is possible
that it becomes (nonperturbatively) large and negative be-
fore becoming large and positive at M =0 as it is con-
strained to do. In this picture the simple exponential in
(18a) is replaced by a nonperturbative contribution which
rapidly changes sign at some Mo: the bracketed factor in
(16) becomes

( 7B +P?l ' ) /CVO M /4MOl J

Fourier transform of the wave function '0;(r) and

( 2+ 2) 1/2

In the pseudoscalar mesons, (16) and (17) fail. We be-
lieve that the behavior of this channel is related to the
U(1) problem of QCD in which the mass of the ninth
pseudoscalar meson is hfted from zero in the chiral limit
by nonperturbatiUe annihilation amplitudes. These non-
perturbative effects actually have the opposite sign to the
perturbative two-gluon annihilation amplitude, implying
that the pseudoscalar amplitude A ('So ) must have a com-
plicated dependence on the annihilation channel mass M.
We can consequently offer no compelling description of
annihilation in this channel, but we have found two exam-
ples of possible behavior for A ( So) with interesting
phenomenological consequences. The simplest possibility
(Pl) is that there is a large positive nonperturbative an-
nihilation amplitude in this channel which dies away ex-
ponentially with a scale of m„and which is to be added
directly to the perturbative piece (which is, as already im-
plied above, known in this case). Thus in Pl, in place of
the bracketed factor in (16), we take

2 2 2—(m; +m )/m
npe

under any reasonable modification of (16). On the other
hand, we find ourselves unable to draw definite con-
clusions about pseudoscalar mixing. The consequences of
the models (18) will, however, be discussed in Sec. V A as
two possible scenarios for these states.

This completes the specification of our model and
leaves us ready to determine its parameters. A search in
this parameter space converged more or less uniquely to
the physically reasonable values quoted in Table II which
form the basis for the results of this paper. An exception
to the uniqueness of these parameters is that we found
that our results were relatively insensitive (after readjust-
ment of our other parameters) to the addition to our
quark masses of an overall constant that kept —,(m„+md )

in the range from zero to about 250 MeV. We initially
hoped to take advantage of this freedom to assign our
quarks current quark masses. However, this proved to be
inconsistent once isospin splittings were taken into ac-
count; indeed, observed isospin splittings along with the
constraint md —m„-5 MeV led us to the typical. relativ-
ized constituent quark mass —,

' (m„+md ) =220 MeV. In
retrospect this seems inevitable: to maintain the domi-
nance of the qq sector of Pock space for light quarks, we
clearly must choose a cutoff p which produces an extend-
ed (constituent) quark with "gluonic mass" of order A.

We close this section by commenting on the level of ac-
curacy we expect from the model we have just described.
A source of error common to all mesons is our restriction
to the simplest sectors of Fock space. This means, in par-
ticular, that we are not considering the mass shifts and
mixings that will arise from the interaction between these
mesons and their decay channels (both open and closed).

TABLE II. The parameters of soft-QCD spectroscopy.

Masses'
21 (m„+md) 220 Mev

m, =419 MeV
m, =1628 MeV
mb ——4977 Mev

Potentials
b =0.18 QeV2

critical

A=200 MeV
c= —253 MeV

T '2
a, (M )+ (ln2 —1)

3
(18b)

The reader will note that, apart from satisfying the gen-
eral features required for P2, we allowed ourselves great
freedom in parametrizing the dependence of A ('So) on
the annihilation-channel invariant mass M. With this ela-
borately defined (but perhaps not implausible) model we
are able to accommodate an isoscalar in this sector near or
below the m'.

The results of applying (16) and (18) are given in Sec.
III. As already mentioned, our results are very stable

Relativistic effects
(see Appendix A}

Smearing: oo ——1.80 GeV
s =1.55

e, = —0. 168
e, =+0.025

e ( y) = —0.035
iso(S) =+0 0

m+ E ambiguity:

'Note that we ignore isospin violation here and throughout this
paper unless otherwise indicated.
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Since such mass shifts are of the order of magnitude of 10
MeV, this provides a limit to our expected accuracy. It
should be noted that such shifts must be expected even in
Y spectroscopy: in that case

b,M-r, '(E,„„,„.(d —M)-',
where I, is a typical strong-interaction width and
Eth„,h, &d

—M is the distance of the state in question from
BB threshold. This uncertainty, which we should also ap-
ply to level sp/ittings, will in fact (as it must according to
decoupling theorems) disappear as M'~ oo, but as can be
seen from the above formula this decoupling will not
occur with high accuracy until M& is of the order of 100
GeV. The other principal source of error in these calcula-
tions is associated with the relativistic corrections. As we
have stressed, our implementation of these effects is rath-
er schematic. Taken together we therefore believe that we

expect only 25-MeV average accuracy for mesons

containing light quarks and 10-MeV average accuracy for
heavy-quark systems. %'e measure the quality of the re-
sults which follow against these expectations.

III. THE MESON SPECTRUM OF SOFT @CD

The meson spectra predicted by the dynamics of the
previous section are shown in Figs. 3 to 11. The composi-
tions of most states are given in the figures or figure cap-
tions; for isoscalars see Table III. We show separately the
isovector mesons ( —ud, 2 ' (uu dd—),du) (Fig. 3), the
strange mesons ( —us, —ds, —sd, +su) (Fig. 4)-' the
light-isoscalar mesons (dominantly mixtures of uu, dd,
and ss) (Fig. 5), the J/g family (cc) (Fig. 6), and the Y
family (bb) (Fig. 8). In Fig. 7 we show the charmed
( —cd, cu) and charm-strange (cs) mesons, and in Fig. 9
the various states containing a single b quark
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FICi. 4. The strange mesons ( —us, —ds ). The legend is as for Fig. 3. Significant spectroscopic mixing in this sector:

(a) With
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( —bd, bu, bs, bc) Finally, in .Figs. 10 and 11 we show the
spectrum of a charge +—', t quark of mass 3S GeV in tt
and in states containing a single t quark.

It would be premature to make a detailed comparison
between the model and experiment until the decay
analysis of the next section has been presented, but some
general observations are already possible if we anticipate
the support of this analysis. The most important of these
are the following.

(1) The gross spectrum of mesons is determined by a
single universal potential whose main features are quark
confinement at large distances and a Coulomb-type attrac-
tion at short distances. A good fit to all spectra requires,
in the context of this model, a strong coupling constant
which evolves along the lines expected from QCD. The
universal potential is shown in Fig. 12 with the rms values
of the interquark separations of various representative

mesons shown to illustrate the region over which the po-
tential can be considered to be tested. '

(2) The existence of such a universal potential is re-
vealed only if the relativistic effects of Sec. II are properly
taken into account.

(3) The expected spin-dependent interactions are present
with strengths which are correctly correlated to those of
the spin-independent potentials, and the expected mass
and spatial dependences of these spin-dependent interac-
tions is borne out.

(4) Finally, the central message of these results is that
there are no qualitative changes in the behavior of meson
systems as the quark masses decrease. For example,
features present in the cc system persist in the isovectors,
the principle difference between the two spectra being that
relativistic corrections (including hyperfine and fine split-
tings) have become more prominent in the latter.
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IV. AN ANALYSIS OF MESON COUPLINGS

A. Introduction

A successful model of hadrons must address not only
hadronic spectra, but also the internal structures of ha-
dronic systems. Of course a spectrum and its associated
quantum numbers (spin, parity, isospin, etc.) depend on
this structure, but the most sensitive measures of the
internal compositions of hadrons are their couplings to
other hadrons and to electromagnetic and weak currents.
In this section we accordingly discuss the results of an ex-
tensive analysis of meson couplings based on the states
found in the previous section.

B. Decays via pseudoscalar-meson emission

aiS (6938)2 S)(69.39)
I'Pi(6951) Ig1)i(69.29) I Pi(

69.20—

68.80 —...„„,1&s,(68.7o)

68.40 ++ ++ 2"
FIG. 10. Some hypothetical t-quarkonium (t t) with m, =35

GeV.

Our approach to describing meson decay via the emis-
sion of a pseudoscalar meson is almost identical to a re-
cent analysis of baryon decays in the soft QCD model" in
terms of the usual quark-pion-emission model. ' In our
variation on this classic approach, the decay of a meson is
assumed to proceed through a single-quark transition as
depicted in Fig. 13. In mesons there is an element to these
calculations which does not appear in baryons: there is a
danger of double counting as a consequence of approxi-
mating the emission of the pseudoscalar meson I' by a
pointlike emission by a single quark. This is illustrated in
Fig. 14 which demonstrates that one should not sum the
amplitude for emission from both the quark and anti-
quark as one would for photon emission. It is therefore
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FIG. 11. Some hypothetical t-flavored mesons with m, =35 GeV.

TABLE III. The approximate composition of some mixed isoscalars. These are amplitude decompositions in terms of the eigen-
states in the absence of annihilation. The annihilation parameters are A ( SI)=+2.5, A( P2) = —0.8, and in the case of the pseudo-
scalars in model P1, A„~ =+0.5 while in model P2 we used A„~ =+0.55 and Mp ——1.17 GeV. Other states, in the absence of com-
pelling evidence to the contrary, have been assumed for now to be ideally mixed. Also shown are the predicted and observed splittings
of these states from their isovector companion states. We have denoted (I /V 2)(uu+dd ) by ns; n in the column labeling is the radial
quantum number. Note that since (18b) is mass dependent, poles of the inverse propagator are not orthogonal.

State (Name) Model ns $$ cc SS cc

theory

(MeV)
g~ expt

(MeV)

1 Sp x/( 548)

g'(958)

q, (2980)

2 Sp 9,(?)

g,'(?)

1 Si co(783)
$(1019)
g(3097)

13Pp f(1270)
f '(1515)

P1
P2
P1
P2
P1
P2
P1
P2
P1
P2

+ 0.67
+ 0.68
+ 0.58
+ 0.48
—0.008
—0.002
—0.26
+ 0.07
—0.17
+ 0;09
+ 0.999
+ 0.02
+ 0.0009
+ 0.997
—0.07

—0.73
—0.73
+ 0.62
+ 0.78
—0.005
—0.001
—0.17
+ 0.08
—0.10
+ 0.08

0.02
+ 0.999
+ 0.0006
+ 0.06
+ 0.997

+ 0.001
—0.005
+ 0.004
—0.008
+ 1.000
+ 1.000
—0.003
—0.005
—0.003
—0.006
—0.001
—0.0006
+ 1.000
+ 0.007
+ 0.004

+2X10-4
+ 3X10-'
+ 5X10-'
+ 9X10
+ 2X10
+ 2X10-'
—3 X 10-'
—2X 10
—3 X 10-"
—1X10-4
—1X 10-'
—7X 10
—3X10—'
+ 9X10-'
+ 4X10—'

+ 0.11
+ 0.09
+ 0.47
+ 0.34
+ 0.004
+ 0.001
+ 0.79
+ 0.99
+ 0.26
—0.16

+ 0.042
+ 0.051
+ 0.13
+ 0.14
+ 0.003
+ 0.001
—0.44
+ 0.07
+ 0.86
+ 0.97

—5 X 10-4
+ 0.002
—0.002
+ 0.004
—0.002
—0.002
+ 0.001
+ 0.002
+ 0.001
+ 0.003

+ 370 + 410
+ 340
+ 810 + 820
+ 780

see Sec. VA
see Sec. VA
see Sec. VA
see Sec. VA

+10 +15 +10
+ 250 + 250+10

—40 —45 +15
+ 215 + 200+20
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FIG. 13. A single quark transition q~qP.

FIG. 12. The universal qq potential H"" (r) in a color-singlet
meson; also shown is the rms qq separation in some representa-
tive mesons calculated by analogy to rz defined in Table VII.

always necessary to bear in mind that amplitudes like that
of Fig. 13 are being used as approximations to a pair-
creation amplitude and that the correct amplitude is ob-
tained by summing over distinct pair creation plus rear-
rangement processes. This awkward feature is a symptom
of the fact that the spectator model we are using cannot

be strictly valid; we comment further on this point below.
To proceed with the model in the simplest way we add

two other assumptions (both of which are supported by
our results): (1) pair creation of u, d, and s quarks is ap-
proximately SU(3) symmetric and (2) violations of Zweig's
rule proceed mainly via meson wave functions. By this
latter assumption we mean that in a decay like X*~Eq,
only diagrams like Fig. 14 are taken into account, it being
assumed that the effects of disconnected diagrams like
Fig. 15(a) are mostly taken into account by using the
Zweig-rule-violating g wave function which arises from
the annihilation mixing of Fig. 15(b) as discussed in Sec.
II. With these approximations, the amplitudes for pseu-
doscalar emission from a quark (antiquark) take the form

1/2
3

~
~(M (k,s) M(k', s')P'(q))= i

9&
(M(s')

~

(go' ~-~ q ho ~-~ p')e+'q'X'~
~
~M*(s)),q(q) (2~)9/2 (19)

where o.
( )/2 and r

( )
are the spin and position of theq(q)

quark (antiquark), p'= iV is a g—radient acting on the
final-state wave function, and the upper (lower) sign refers
to the q (q) case. The X'~

~
are flavor operators definedq(q)

and detailed in Appendix B. The calculations are most
readily performed by taking q=qz thereby calculating
helicity amplitudes H where I =s'=s, and then
transforming to the usual partial-wave basis; details of
this process are given in Appendix C.

We apply this crude decay model by mimicking com-
pletely the previous baryon analysis, " forsaking our full

I

wave functions for the harmonic-oscillator wave functions
of the SU(6) limit. This allows us to calculate the ampli-
tudes analytically to reveal their basic simplicity and the
intrinsic relations between them. We discuss the effect of
using more realistic wave functions and the possibility of
using a more realistic decay model below.

In our approach we find that all of the states in a given
SU(6) XO(3) multiplet often share (apart from individual
strength factors) common partial-wave amplitudes in-

(b)

FIG. 14. On the danger of double counting in meson decays
to two pseudoscalar mesons.

FIG. 15. (a) A disconnected diagram. (b) A diagram contri-
buting to g-g' mixing.
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dependent of their flavor, internal spins, or total angular
momentum. These "universal" amplitudes are displayed
in Table IV from which one can see that, as in baryons,
the amplitudes fall into two classes. The first class, called
"structure independent, " consists of A, A', A", A„and
Ap, which have only the momentum dependence dictated
by angular momentum considerations along with the gen-
tle "elastic form factor" e ~ ' ~ . The second class of
amplitudes, called "structure dependent, " consists of S,
D, P, and S, since they have additional polynomial
momentum dependences which are highly sensitive to the
structure of the states. We follow Ref. 11 at this point
and forego attempting to calculate these Various reduced
amplitudes in terms of g and h. Instead we allow a new
constant for each such amplitude; in principle this means
that our harmonic-oscillator decay amplitudes would be

described by an expanded number of parameters instead
of just two. However, we note from Table IV that we
might expect 3 c4 3 3 Ap and S=D=P=S, so
in practice we tentatively employ such a two-parameter fit
to the decay amplitudes. This fit can easily be relaxed as
more accurate data on highly excited meson decays be-
come available (since we calculate with A and S but expli-
citly display factors of A'/3, D/S, etc.); for now it pro-
vides an adequate guide. Recalling that our main objec-
tive here is to test the model for meson structure, this re-
laxation of what is obviously a very rudimentary decay
model seems to us both sensible and prudent. With this
generalization, the model has much in common with more
algebraic approaches. ' The values of the reduced
partial-wave amplitudes (i.e., the amplitudes in square
brackets in Table IV) which we used in our calculations

TABLE IV. The reduced partial-wave amplitudes. The full amplitudes have in addition a factor of

q e ~ ~'6e; /3, is defined in Table V.

Amplitude

A =[g+ 4h]P

Representative decays

1 S~ ~1 'So+P
1 P2 —+1 'So+P, 1 S]+P
1 P]~l S&+P
1 'P] —+1 S)+P
1 D3~1'So+P, 1 S]+P

A'=[g —
4 h]P 1 'P] —+1 Po+P

A "= [g + —,
'

h ]/3 1 D3~1 'P)+P

r

md
A, = g+—

2 md+m,
as A, but for charmed-meson decays

~o=[g]p 1 Pi~1 Po+

1
2

S = 3h ——'(g+ —h)~ P2 4 pP
1 P&~1 S&+P

1'P] 1 Si+P
1 Po~ 1 So+P

D = 3h ——(g+ —h)~ P10 4 pP
1 D]~1 So+P, 1 S]+P

1 D3~1 'So+P, 1 S)+P

P= 3h —~(g+ 4h)q, /3 2 'So~ 1 S]+P

2 S]~1'So+P, 1 S]+P

C C q p
(mg+m, )p p, '

as S, but for charmed-meson decays
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TABLE V. The strong decay amplitudes for M*~M+P. The amplitudes tabulated here are for the process M ~M+P(q)
where P(q) is the pseudoscalar meson shown recoiling with momentum q from the decay of M* at rest; the decay rate is the square
of the listed numerical amplitude. The amplitude formula shown has been abbreviated by suppressing a factor of
(q/2n. )'~2exp( —q2/16P2) as well as a factor of + i in all P and F wave amplitudes. Isospin coefficients are to be calculated in the
MP order. Note also that a factor of 1/t 2 has already been included for amplitudes involving identical particles. The two decays
p~rrmand B. ~[co~]s are used as input to the fit. We have allowed for isoscalar mixing in our numerical results, but results in the
formula column are for ideal mixing [as in (B10) and (Bl 1)] in every nonet except 1 'So where we show "perfect-mixing" formulas
from (B14) and (B15). The isoscalar mixings are taken from Table III (using P1 for pseudoscalars) in every nonet except I S0 where
we simply use (B14) and (B15). A mixing angle not given explicitly in Table III is assumed, for now, to be zero. Note that the table
gives amplitudes to K K; the full rate to K*K is (approximately) twice that to K*K.

Decay (q—:q /P) (MeV' )

'Harmonic-oscillator
amplitude "Realistic"

factor
Experiment'

(MeV'/ )

References,
footnotes

+ (
4 )1/2A—

(
4 )1/2A—

u-d-s mesons

1 S1

+ 12.4

—2.4

+ 7.9

12.4

1.9+0. 1

7.1+0.1

A2 ~(m~)p~

A2~qm

A 2~KK

f~II7
f~ 7'q

f'~crier

f'~KK

f'~(I rr) ~I7

K ~Kn.
K*—+(Km) ~m.

K*~(rrrr)+
K*—+A@K

)
1/2-A —2

+( 30
)'/ Aq

—( 30
)'/ Aq

+( 30
)'/ Aq

(
1 )1/2A —2

10

+( „', )'"Aq'
0

(
1 )1/2A —2

15

+ (
1 )1/2A —2

(
1 )1/2A —2

30

+ (
1 )1/2A —2

+ (
1 )1/2A —2

(
3 )1/2A —2

40

(
3 )1/2A —2

40

+ (
1 )1/2A —2

VZ —1

t/120

—5.6

+ 4.5

—2.8

+ 1.0

—2.5

+ 0.8

+ 1.1
—7.1

+ 2.9

—0.04

+ 1.7

+77
—3.7
—2.1

+ 1.2

3p

(1.5)

(1.4)

(1.4)

(1.4)

(1.4)

8.8+0.3

4.0+0. 1

2.3+0.1

&1.5

12 +1

2.3+0.2
1.0+0.2
0.8+0.4

& 8+1

&6

&5

6.7+0.5

5.0+0.5

3.0+0.4
2.0+0.4

2.2+2.2

K —+Kg' + t/2+1
t/120

below threshold

[(~~}p~)s

A, ~ [(crier)pm]D.+ (
8 )1/2S

)1/2Aq 2

1 'P1 (nonstrange)

+ 20

—3.0 (1.5)

18 +2

—(9 )' A0q 43
A

3.6+0.4
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Decay

Harmonic-oscillator

amplitude
(MeV'")(q =q/p)

TA,BLE V. (Continued).

"Realistic"
factor

Experiment'
(MeV'/ )

References,
footnotes

D [(Kvr), K]s
D~[(Krr) gK ]D

D~(r]m. )g m

+( 2 )1/2S

—( —)'/ Aq

+( 8 )1/2A

+ 0.69

—0.0

Ap+ 4.6
A

4.0+0.8 e,f

D ~(mw), q

E [(Km. ) ~K]s

E~[(Krr) g K]D

E~52m
E~eg

—(9 ) Apq

+ (
1 )1/2A —2
18

0
0

34
A

—10

+ 0.7
-0
-0

(1.3)

1.8+0.8

e,f

Q i ~ [(Krr) s~]s
Q)~[(Km) ger]g)

Q) ~[(~rr)Q]s
Q) ~[(neer)Q]g)

Qi [~K]s
Qi~[~K]a

Q) ~(Krr), vr

+( 1 )1/2S

+ (
1 )1/2A-2

12

—( 3
)'/ A'q

1 P1 and 1 P1 (strange)
—0.3
—3.0

+ 9.9

+ 0.5
—7.0
—0.2

A'—3.1

(1.4)

(1.4)

(1.4)

2.7+ 1.5

2.6+0.5

6.2+1.0
not seen

3.1+0.5
not seen

5.1 +0.5

b,f,i,j
b,f,i

b,f,i

b,f,i

b, i

Q) ~(mm )+

Q2~[(K~) gm]s

Q2 [(Km) g~]g)

Q2~[(mm)Q]s

Q, [(~~)~]D
Q2 [~K]s

Q2

Q2~(Kn )„m

Q2 ~(arm. )~

+( 1 )1/2A I

+( —,
' )'"s

( ) 1/2Aq 2

+(—,
' )'"s

+( 7'2 )'/ Aq

( 3 ) Aq

—(9)' Aq

I

+ 0.04.
A

—0.1

+ 4.2
—1.8
—3.0

+ 0.8
—1.4

.
—2.0

(1.4)

(1.4)

(1.4)

1.6 +0.4

13 +3

2.6+0.9

2.4+2.3

not seen

1.1+1.0
not seen

-0
1.7+ 1.4

b,f,i,j
b,f,i

b,f,i

b, i

b, i

b,f,i

b,f,i

B~ [roar]s

B~[con]g)

8~(gm)g m

H [pals
H ~[pn]D.
H' [p~]s
H'~[prr]D

[(Krr) eK]s
'~H[( mK) ~K]g)

1 )1/2Aq 2

+( 2 )1/2S

+ (
1 )1/2A —2)

0
0
+( 2 )1/2S

+( 1 )1/2A —2

1 'P1 (nonstrange)
—11

—3.0
I

44
A

+ 5.2

-0
-0

+ 8.0

+ 1.2

(1.5)

(1.5)

(1.3)

3.2+0.5

18+2

e,f
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TABLE V. ( Continued).

Decay (MeV' )(q =q IP)

Harmonic-oscillator
amplitude "Realistic"

factor
Experiment'

(M.V1")
References,
footnotes

52~qa
62—+KK

52~q'm

6~&&
e—+KK

'6' ~777T

e'~K%
E' ~X/'g

~~Km.

a.~Kg

+(—,
' )'"s

+( 1 )1/2g

—S
(

1 )1/2g
3

(
2 )1/2g
3

+( 1 }1/2g

+ (
1 )1/2g

S&z —i
viz

+ 14

1 I'0

below threshold

-0

+ 10

—2.8

below threshold

—27

(1.3)

(1.3)

(1.3)

(1.3)

(1.3)

(1.3)

(1.2)

(1.2)

(1.2)

(1.2)

see Sec. VD

see Sec. VD

see Sec. VD

see Sec. VD
see Sec. VD

see Sec. VD

see Sec. VD
see Sec. VD

see Sec. VD

see Sec. VD

see Sec. VD

Hz+1+ ~ 5 below threshold (1.2) see Sec. VD

0++ cryptoexotics

see Sec. VD
see Sec. VD
see Sec. VD
see Sec. VD

g ~67K

g ~KK
g ~K*K
CO ~P&
6) ~APYj'

co~[Be]g)

s6o(
1 )]/2g —3

+( 1 )1/2gq 3

»20
)]/2g —3

(
1 )]/2g —3

84O

(
1 )1/2g —3

14O

)]/2g —3

q(
2 )1/2g I~ —2

—5.6

+ 3.1

—2.2
—0.7
—5.2

+ 0.9

1 D3

(1.8)

(1.8)

(1.8)

(1.8)

6.9+0.6
5 +2
1.7+0.3

(2.6

8 +2

7 +2

co~ [Bvr]G

co~KK

~P7T
~COY/

[B~lc
p~[Bm]G.
P ~KI7
/~K 17

E* Km

K* K*~
E*~pK
E*—+A@K

7840
)]/2g —4

(»2o )'

(
1 )]/2g —3

840

0
0
0
0
+ (

1 )1/2g —3

) 1/2g —3
42O

,

(
3 )1/2g —3

224O

+ (
1 )1/2g —3

(
1 )1/2g —3

s6o

+ (
1 )1/2g —3

—0.2
—2. 1

—0.6

0
0
0

+ 5.2
—2.8
—4.6

+ 2.8
—2.3

+ 1.3

(1.8)

(1.6)

(1.6)

(1.6)

(1.6)

7 +2
5 k2

4.9+1.0
seen

seen

seen
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Decay

Harmonic-oscillator
amplitude

(MeV'/ )(q =q/P)

TABLE V. ( Continued).

"Realistic"
factor

Experiment'
(MeV'/ )

References,
footnotes

p~ [con.]p

p~[cum]F

P [Pm] p

P~[p'tel]F

p [K*K]p

p~[K*K7F

co~[pm. ]p

co~ [p1c]p

[~'9]p

CO —+ [C07J ]F

co~[K*I7]p

co~[K K]F
[p~]p
[P~lF
[~alp
[~n]p

{ 1
) 1/2Dq

+ (
1 )1/2g —3

—( —,2
)' Dq

+ (
1 )1/2g —3

+(—,2
)' Dq

1
)1/2g —3

12O0

+( 12
)'"Dq

{
1 )1/2g —3

2OO

)1/2D-

+ (
1 )1/2+ —3

+( ~z
)' Dq

)1/2g —3
1200

0
0
0
0

1 D2 (nonstrange)

—7.8 D
S

+27
—4.2 D

S

+ 307
D
S

—0.7

+ 14 D
S

—4.7

—4.1
S

+ 0.9

+ 307
D
S

—0.7
0
0
0
0

(1.7)

(1.7)

(1.7)

{1.7)

(1.7}

/~[K*K]p

[K'KlF

+ (
1 )1/2D—

(
1 )1/2g —3

6oo

+ 7.5

—2.4

D
S

(1.6)

Qi [pK]p

Q| [PK]F

Qi [~K]p

Q| [coK]p

Q) ~[K*n.]p

Ql [K*~]F

Qi [K*nlp

+(—', )'/2Dq

+ (
3 )1/2g —3

—(
' )'"D-

216

(
1

) I/2g —3

+( 72
)' Dq

+ (
3 )1/2g —3

+
&432

1'D2 and 1'D2 (Strange)

+ 7%7
D
S

+ 0.9

—4.4 D
S

—0.5

+ 0.9 D
S

+ 3.6

+ 3.8 D
S

(1.6)

(1.6)

(1.6)

Qi [K*n]F

Q2 [pK]p

Q2 [pK]p

Q2~[~K]p

Q2 [~K]F

+ ~2+ I

+3200

+( 48
)' Dq

(
1 )1/2g —3

800

—( )' 'Dq

+( ~)' Aq

+ 0.9

+ 2.6 D
S

—3.1

—1.5 D
S

+17

(1.6)

(1.6)

(1.6)
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TABLE V. {Continued).

Decay {MeV'/ )(q =q/13)

Harmonic-oscillator
amplitude "Realistic"

factor
Experiment'

(MeV'/ )

References,
footnotes

Qp [K*~]p

Q2~ [K*~]F

Q~ [K*n]p

+( 1 )1/2gq 3

vz —&+ Dq
+288

—8.9 D
S

+ 0.1

—1.6 D
S

7+2

(1.6)

Q2 [K*n ]F'

A, ~[pm]p

A, ~[pm]F

A3 ~[K*K]p

A 3 ~[K*K]F

co~[K*K]p

co~[K*K]F

/~[K*K]p

/~[K K]F

Wz —
&

V 4800
Aq

+(—)' 'Dq

+ (
1 )1/2g —3

+ ( ) 1/2»q

+ (
1 )1/2»q

+ (
1 )1/2g —3

(
1 )1/2»

54

—1.0

1 'D2 (nonstrange)

+ 8.9 D
S

+ 4.5

+ 2.8 D
S

+ 0.7

+ 2.8 D
S

+ 0.7

—6.0 D
S

—2.8

1 D1

(1.6)

(1.7)

(1.7)

(1.7)

(1.6)

9.5+ 1

3.1+0.9

(
5 )1/2»—

162
—10 D

S
see Sec. VA

)
1/2»—

324
—5.5 D

S
see Sec. VA

pD ~KK 324
—5.9 S

see Sec. VA

( 648 ) —2.9 D
S

see Sec. VA

+( 648
)' + 2.5 D

S
see Sec. VA

GAD ~p77 + (
5 )1/2D + 9.7 D

S
see Sec. VA

(
5

) 1/2»
648

—2.8 D
S

see Sec. VA

COD ~6)'g (
5 )1/»- below threshold see Sec. VA

(
5

) 1/2»— D—5.9 S
see Sec. VA
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TABLE V. ( Continued).

Decay (MeV'/2)iq—:q /P)

Harmonic-oscillator
amplitude "Realistic"

factor
Experiment'

(Mev' )

References,
footnotes

+( )' 'Dq + 2.5 D
S see Sec. VA

+ (
& )1/2D + 4.1

D
S see Sec. VA

+( )' 'Dq + 10 D
S see Sec. VA

Po ~IC"K + (
& )1/2D + 5.4 D

S see Sec. VA

—( ', )'"Dq216
—8.9 D

S see Sec. VA

VT0+ V 5

v 1296
—7.7 D

S see Sec. VA

Kg) —+Kg' + viO —vs
v 1296

+ 0.8 D
S see Sec. VA

(
~ )1/2D

432
—5.0 D

S see Sec. VA

+ v 10—v 5

V 2592
+ 0.6 D

S see Sec. VA

Kg) ~pK +( )' 'Dq + 4.6 D
S see Sec. VA

(
5 )1/2D

1296
—2.6 D

S see Sec. VA

)1/2D— —2.5 D
S

see Sec. VA

& ~P7T

K*K

g„~(Km) ~K

—(—„)'/2pq

(
1 )1/2p—

108

(
1 )1/2p—

108

2'So

—4.8 P
S

below threshold

—0.11—1.1
P
S

—14

K*K + (
1 )1/2P —0.46+ 2.4 P

S

—3.2 P
S

10+2

v 2+i
v'432

—0.5 P
S
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Decay

Harmonic-oscillator

amplitude
(MeV'/ )(q—:qlP)

TABLE V. ( Continued).

"Realistic"
factor

Experiment'
(MeV'/ )

References,
footnotes

(
1

)1/2' P—2.4 S

K'~cgK + (
1 )1/2p— +13 P

S

ps ~'7TH

( 1O8
)'

+ ( )1/2p

below threshold

2 Si

+ 4.0 P
S see Sec. VA

—(—„)'/ Pq —3.7 P
S see Sec. VA

ps —(, )'/ Pq —1.3 P
S see Sec. VA

+( „' )'/'P P
S, see Sec. VA

ps «~) *K +( 162
)' + 0.5 P

S see Sec. VA

cps —+(mm )pm. + (
1 )1/2pq —5.8 P

S see Sec. VA

—1.3 P
S see Sec. VA

) 1/2pq below threshold

+ (
1 )1/2p— + 2.0 P

S see Sec. VA

~s «~) + (
1 )1/Zp— + 0.6 P

S see Sec. VA

4s P~ 0 0 see Sec. VA

+ ( ) 1/2pq + 1.8 P
S see Sec. VA

) 1/2p— —3.8 P
S

see Sec. VA

+{—', )' Pq + 3.4 P
, S see Sec. VA

+ (
1 )1/2p— +34 P

S see Sec. VA
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TABLE V. ( Continued).

Decay

Harmonic-oscillator
amplitude

(q =q /—13)

"Realistic"
factor

Experiment'
(MeV'")

References,
footnotes

+ V a+1
V 1296

+ 207
P
S see Sec. VA

Ks*~K &2—1

V 1296
—0.2 P

S see Sec. VA

Ks ~pK )1/2P— + 2.9 P
S see Sec. VA

—1.6 P
S see Sec. VA

Ks ~PK (
1 )1/2P-

162
—0.8 P

S see Sec. VA

108 ) —3.4 P
S see Sec. VA

Kg~(Km. ) ~q + VZ —1

V 648
+ 0.3 P

S see Sec. VA

h ~gg
h ~qq'
h ~g'g'
h —+K*K
h'~mw
h '~KK
h' —+gg
h'~gg'
h'~
h' K*K

+ (
1 )1/2g —4

—( 60480 )'"~q '
-4+( 6o4so )

+( 4s3s4 )'

2O16O

+( 6o4so )

-4
( 241920 )

1/2 —4
120960 )

( 241920 )

+( 4s3s4 )

0
+( 30240 )

1/2 —4
120960 )

+ ( 60480 )
1 1/2 4

120960 )

(
1 )1/2g —4

24 192

( 4o32o
)'

+ (
1 )1/2g —4

+( 32256
)'

( 96768
)'

+ Aq
&Z —1

+241 920

+27
—1.7

+ 1.4
—0.8

+ 0.7
+ 3.9

+ 1.4
—0.6
—0.3
—0.0

+ 0.7
0

+31
—1.4

+ 1.0
—0.2
—1.9
—2.7

+17
+ 1.6
—0.9

+ 0.3

1 F4

(2.1)

(2.1)

(2.1)

(1.9)

(1.9)

(1.9)

(1.9)

1.2+0.4

~2+1
+241 920

Aq



Decay

TABLE V. ( Continued).

Harmonic-oscillator
amplitude

(MeV' )

"Realistic"
factor

Experiment'
(MeV' )

References,
footnotes

Charmed mesons
1 S1

D*+~DQ~+ (
2 )1/2A

+(—,
' )'"A,q

A,+ 0.24
A

D4Q DO Q )1/2A —0.27
A

1'P,

(
1 )1/zg 2 CP

(m, +md)P,
A,—7.3
A

3
) 1/zg —2 cf

cq
(m, +md)P,

—5.1
A,
A

1 P, and 1'P

Q 1, [D*zr]s )1/2S S,—1.5 S

Q1,~[D*rr]D + (
1 )1/zg —2

(m, +mq)P,
+ 5.3

A
b,d

Qz, [D*zrls + (
1 )1/2S , S,+15 S

b,d

Qz, [D*zr]D (
1 )1/zg —2

(m, +.md )P,
+ 0.7

A

1 Pp

v, ~Dm )1/2S S,—15 S

'From the Particle Data Cxroup, Rev. Mod. Phys. 56, S1 (1984), unless otherwise noted.
We quote the pure Qs1„, [i.e., pure singlet (triplet)] amplitude formulas under Q112 1

where Q11z1 is the lower (higher) state in mass.
'We quote the pure ' Dz ( Dz) amplitude formulas under Q11z1, where Q11z1 is the lower (higher) state in mass.
We denote a charmed P-wave meson by the name of its I =

z u-d-s analog with a subscript c; Pc denotes the harmonic-oscillator

parameter appropriate to charmed mesons which in our numerical results we have taken equal to I3. We also note that the form fac-
tor for these states has become

2
mc

exp —
4 me+md

q'/P, '

Here, as discussed in Sec. VD, 52 is the qq state at about 1100 MeV that decays to g~ and KK with widths of about 200 MeV and

125 MeV, respectively. We have assumed that the observed EE~ and g~~ decays arise from this channel.
%'e have allowed for final-state-particle width in calculating our width. Our notation is M ~(AB)~P for the process
M*~MP —+ ABP.
gReference 14.
"Reference 9.
'Reference 15.
'This result is extremely sensitive to the Qz-Qs mixing angle of Fig. 4.
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are A =1.67 and S =3.27. (The structure-independent
amplitude A is remarkably close to the value 1.76 one
would have predicted from the baryon analysis of Ref.
11.) The harmonic-oscillator parameter P is fitted to be
0.40 GeV, a reasonable reflection of the values one would
deduce by fitting to our exact wave functions (fits to
&r'&, &p'&, &r'&, (p'), &r')~, (p'&~, , &r'&„ and

(p )g give 0.62 GeV, 0.76 GeV, 0.43 GeV, 0.45 GeV,
0.36 GeV, 0.37 GeV, 0.33 GeV, and 0.34 GeV, respective-
ly). The results of the analysis are given in Table V.

Since we are in possession of more realistic wave func-
tions for the mesons than those provided by the
harmonic-oscillator model, it is possible to elevate this
calculation to a second (but still low) level of sophistica-
tion. As an illustration, consider the two decays A2~pm.
and f~~n. In the above harmonic-oscillator approxima-
tion the p and ~ have the same wave function while the
actual wave functions make the n. considerably smaller
than the p as a result of hyperfine interactions; a more
realistic calculation of decay amplitudes would certainly
reflect this difference. Unfortunately, it is difficult to
take these effects into account with a spectator model of
the sort we are using here: the real M*—+MI' amplitude
necessarily involves an integral that is linear in each of the
three meson wave functions and which only collapses to
spectator form in the limit that P becomes pointlike. A
completely satisfactory treatment must therefore await a
more dynamical calculation involving qq pair creation. In
the meantime we can semiquantitatively explore these
wave-function effects by considering the ratio of spatial
matrix elements,

(20)

ed theoretically: in the latter case we know the interaction
Hamiltonian and we also know that a spectator model
should be approximately valid. %'e can as a result come
closer to a complete calculation of the operative current
matrix elements (M

~

j",
~

M*). Our calculation of these
radiative decay amplitudes (and of many other amplitudes
discussed in the next section) is based on the results of
Ref. 8 on relativistic modifications to decay amplitudes.
In analogy to Sec. II, our prescription for taking these ef-
fects qualitatively into account is to modify the leading
nonrelativistic decay amplitudes by smearing factors' of
the type (m/E) where the exponents f are given in the
tables following; the bag-model result that magnetic mo-
ments of relativistic quarks are proportional to I/E in-
stead of 1/m is probably the best known example of this
phenomenon. Of course, these relativistic modifications
to the quark matrix elements we encounter will not make
our calculations fully relativistic: other less tractable but
comparable effects are necessarily being neglected. Here
we also follow Ref. 8 and deal with the resulting ambigui-
ties by assuming a correspondence of real mesons with
weakly bound ones ("mock mesons"). For details see Ap-
pendix D.

In the nonrelativistic limit (which is a good approxima-
tion for the heavy-quark systems) the photon helieity am-
plitudes are obtained by taking q=qz and the correspond-
ing photon polarization vectors er in

(22)

for type-A amplitudes (I. is the orbital angular momen-
tum of the decay products) and

('So fp [M*)
(21)(S, ipiM )

for type- S amplitudes. We show the first ratio in
parentheses to the right of the naive harmonic-oscillator
results for the M* +P S~ decays —(which were fit to
p +n~) and —the second to the right of the M'~P 'So de-
cays [which were fit to 8~(rom)s] as a rough indication
of the probable (and apparently beneficial) effect that the
use of more realistic wave functions would have on our re-
sults.

This last observation indicates that a more sophisticated
treatment of meson decays could be worthwhile. Such al-
ternative treatments are certainly required in any event if
one is to be convinced that the above extremely crude
model is not in some cases at least qualitatively mislead-
ing. The preliminary results of such a treatment' indi-
cate that the above analysis is actually extraordinarily
similar to the results of a more sophisticated analysis.

C. Photon emission

%'hile the data on strong decay amplitudes is richer,
photon emission by excited mesons is much better found-

with

I (M ~My) =

[See the related discussion for meson emission in Appen-
dix C and compare this formula to the meson-emission
amplitudes of Eq. (19)]. In the nonrelativistic limit the
mock-meson method and Eq. (22) of course agree. ' ' In
this subsection we actually use a hybrid of the two ap-
proaches which allows us to take into account the m~E
ambiguity (see the end of Table VI). In neither this sec-
tion nor the next do we consider QCD corrections to de-
cays although in many cases they have been calculated.
Aside from the fact that the systematic treatment of such
effects is beyond the scope of this paper, we note that our
decay results already contain some QCD effects: our
wave functions have been affected not only by the
Coulomb-type 4a, /3r term but als—o by various
transverse-exchange effects like the hyperfine interaction.
The extraction of those effects we have not already there-
by included from the available calculations would defin-
itely be nontrivial. In any event one must expect that for
light-quark states residual effects of this type could lead
to corrections of order a,'"" =—,, although appropriate
ratios should be more reliable than this.
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TABLE VI. Photon-decay amplitudes. The factors I (x,y) and E„'(x,y) appearing in the table are (see Appendix D)

] /2 0.7

I;(x,y) = dp p @„(p)4~(p)
m~ +my m; E,

' 0.5

E„'(x,y) = m; f dr r2R„(r)R~(r)r",

where E =(p2+m2)'~2, p(p) =N(p) Y~ (Q~), and l((r) =R(r) Y~ (0,), where p(p) and 1((r) are full normalized momentum and space
wave functions. To proceed from the tabulated magnetic moments to rates, use

I (V =Py)=,(p/p~)'~'
3M~'

and

I (p yy)= 2 (p/pp/)
M~

The squares of other amplitudes are the corresponding rates. Note that the exponents of m /E in the expressions for I and E„' were
chosen to fit palmy and A2~my, respectively; of course such factors only affect light mesons. We have allowed for isoscalar mixing
in our numerical results. The results in the formula column are for ideal mixing [as in (B10) and (Bl 1)] in every nonet except 1 So
where we show perfect-mixing formulas from (B14) and (815). The isoscalar mixings are taken from Table III (using P1 for pseudos-
calars). A mixing angle not given explicitly in Table III is assumed, for now, to be zero.

Magnetic-dipole decays

Decay

P ~'lTQ

P~'9P

'9 ~PV

QP—+&/

CO~'gf

'g ~CO/

/~mr

nr

rj'r

'gp ~Q)P

'gr ~P7
4r

I
'g —+CO+

pr
A'

E'+ E+y
E* Ky
D'+ D+@
DQP DQ

BQP B0

Fb ~Fbi

Magnetic moment (p)
(in units of e/2)

~ —,
' I,(~,q)

+ Id(rl~~p)
1

2
1+ Id(g~, p)
2

~ Ig{m,~)

+ Id(g, co)
1

3 2

Id(t)~~co)
1

3 2

0

+ I,(g„g)vz
3

I,(g„g)

+ 3 Id(g~, co)

+ Id(q, co)

0

0

~ —,
' I,(SC,SC') ——,

' I,(SC,SC*)

——' Id(K, EC*)—
3 I,(E,E )

+ 3I,(D,D*)—3Id(D, D )

+ 3 Ie(D,D* ) + 3 Ig(D, D* )

~ —,I,(F,F*)——,I,(F,F*)
——,

' Ib(B,B*)+—', I,(B,B')
——Ib(B B*)——Id(B B*)

3 Ib {Fb&F5 ) 3 ~s {FbsFb )

+ —,I,(g„t()

Predicted p
(in units of p~)

~ 0.69

+ 1.53

~ 1.85

~ 2.07

+ 0.50

~ 0.63

( ~ 0.06)

~ 0.71

—0.66

—0.18

~ 0.57

~ 0.37

+ 0.01

+ 0.008
—0.29

~ 0.91

—1.20

—0.35

~ 1.78

—0.13

+ 1.37

—0.78

—0.55

+ 0.69

Experimental p
{in units of p&)

0.69+0.04

1.62+0.21

1.43+0.31

2.38+0.13

0.37+0.15

0.44+0. 12

0.13+0.02

0.69+0.07

0.86+0. 11

0.95+0.22

0.44+0. 10

References,
footnotes
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TABLE VI. ( Continued ).

Magnetic-dipole decays

Decay
Magnetic moment (p)

{in units of e/2)
Predicted p

(in units of p~)
Experimental p
(in units of p~)

References,
footnotes

Y~x/bP

Y ~7fb P

Y + f/bP

~ /bV

~ 7bV

2
3

2
3

+ —,&,(q.', g')

I,(q„g') —E;(q„P)
24.m,

—
3 Ib(qb, Y)

——,Ib(gb, Y')
2

Ib(17bpY ) E2(r/b7Y )
24mb

——,
' I, , (q,",Y")

Ib(gb, Y")— ~ E2{gb,Y")
24mb

—0.056

—0.13

—0.12

+ 0.007

—0.12

+ 0.007

0.8 +0.4

0.029+0.007

Y ~7/b P

nr
n'r
vr'r

Y~'gp
Y rI'y

Y m'y

Y~'gr 3'

Y~'9r 3

2

Ib(gb, Y ) — ~ E2 (gb, Y")
24mb

L

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

—0.004

(+ 0.001)

(+ 0.003)

(+ 0.0007)

( —0.002)

( —0.002)

(+ 8X1o-')
(+ 3X10-')
(-o)
( —9X10-')
(+ 3~10-4}

0.003 +0.001
0.005 +0.002
0.0007+0.0003
0.007 +0.002

d

Cl

cl,g
d,e

Cl

d,g
d

d

Other electric and magnetic multipole decays

Decay

K +(1420)~K+@

+0 7 p+yO) y

f' 4r

c4 2 ~CO/

X2, ~t(r

xi.~gr

Amplitude formula

(in units of +aq)
2

Eg (~,~p)
V'60m„

2

E;"(K,K*)+ Ei(K,K*)
60 3P?„3m~

~E) (p, A2)
9
2$ ~g(y fp)
9

~E ) (co, A 2)
3

2

E) (~,A))
6m„

~ E) (vr, B)
3", z, (x...q)

',& z, (q,x„)

Theory
(Mev'")

+ 0.55

+ 0.48

+ 0.15

—0.31

+ 0.44

+ 0.56

+ 0.63

+ 0.50

+ 0.44

Experiment
(MeV'~ )

0.55 +0.09

0.50+0.05

1.0 +0.3

0.45 +0.04

0.58+0.18

& 0.86

References,

footnotes
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TABLE VI. ( Conti', nued).

Other electric and magnetic multipole decays

Decay

g'~X&, )'

P'~Xp, )'

X2b ~YP

+1b ~Yj

Xpb ~YP

Y ~+2bg

+X1bg

Y ~+Oh'

+2b ~Y 7

+2b ~YV

&1b~Y Y

X1b~Yf

Xpb ~Y P

+Ob ~Yf

~+1bY

Ap)

0-f~
0-f'x
Y~A2y

f)'
f')'

Amplitude formula

(in units of V aq )

E
& (t(,Xo, )

1/2

E ) (Xp„P')

E) (X)„p')
' 1/2

4q 1
Et (Xo„g)

E1(Y,X2b)
2q
9

E1(Y,X1b)
2q b

9

E;(Y,XPb)
2q b

' 1/2

E1(X2b,Y')2q 5 b

2q Eb( Y, )
9

1/2

E1(XOb, Y))2q 1 b

E1(Y,X2b )
2q b

9

E1(Y,X2b)
2q b

9
— qEb(Y y'„)

9
q E (Y,g'1b)
9

2q E (Y ~ )
9

E1(Y,&oh)
2q b

9
1/2

2q 5 Eb ( Y")
9 3

1 2b

1/2
2q 5 Eb(

1 2b~

2q Eb(~) Y,))
9
2q Eb(~ Y)))
9

1/2
2q 1 Eb (~l Y)))

Ob s

' 1/2
2q 1 Eb(~ Y )
9 3

1 ob

0
0
0
0
0
0

Theory
(MeV'/ )

+ 0.30

+ 0.14

+ 0.15

+ 0.14

—0.18

—0.17

—0.16

—0.040

—0.038

—0.025

—0.12

+ 0.09

+ 0.069

—0.10

+ 0.047

—0.044

—0.020

—0.043

—0.008

—0.030

—0.002

( + 0.002)

( + 0.024)

(+ 0.010)

( + 0.002)

( —0.006)

( —0.002)

Experiment
(MeV'/ )

0.33+0.08

0.13+0.02

0.13+0.02

0.13+0.02

0.043+0.008

0.042+0.008

0.032+0.009

0.048+0.015

0.053+0.015

0.037+0.014

&7X10 '
0.010+0.002

(4&& 10

References,

footnotes

d

d

d

d

d

d

'This moment includes a contribution of + 0.01 which we calculate will arise from m. -g mixing.

While absolute widths are not known, the predicted branching ratios can be favorably. compared to experiment by using Table V.
'We have included the recoil term in this decay since the direct term is so small.
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TABLE VI. (Continued}.

These are the amplitudes which arise from emission of the photon either from the non-ss (cc,bb} components of the p (lt, Y) or to
the ss (cc,bb) component of the final meson as listed in Table III; note that the predicted amplitude should, but does not, include con-
tributions for photon emission during the Zweig-rule-violating ss (cc,bb)~qq transition which could be comparable to the contribu-
tions for photon emission before or after Zweig violation. The "predicted" transition amplitudes, shown in parentheses, can therefore
only be considered order-of-magnitude estimates.
'We tentatively identify the g„with the ~(1440); see Sec. V A.
We use Fb to denote a bs meson.
Since the recoil in this decay is being absorbed by a light-quark system, we include a form factor exp( —q /16P ) with P=0.40 GeV

as in Table V.
"Reference 20.
'Reference 23.

D. Miscellaneous, weak, electromagnetic,
and strong couplings

In addition to the very large body of data on M*~MP
and M'~My, considerable information on meson struc-
ture resides in weak-pseudoscalar decays ( P~l v),
leptonic-pair decays of vector mesons ( V~i+1 ), two-
photon decays (P~yy), gluonic decays of heavy quar-
konia (Qg~gluons), and meson charge radii. We once
again take into account relativistic corrections as
described in Appendix D. That this is appropriate, in
view of our approach to relativistic corrections to spec-
troscopy, is especially clear in some of these cases. For
example, ' the usual result that V~l'+I proceeds via
%(0), the spatial wave function at zero relative coordinate,
is modified by the same smearing effect that regulates the
hyperfine interaction 5 function as described in Sec. II.
This both affects "allowed" decays and allows "forbid-
den" ones such as ~~A&v, and D&~e+e . For con-
venience we have reproduced several relevant definitions
in Appendix D. Our results are given in Table VII. The
comments in subsection C above regarding @CD correc-
tions apply with equal force in these cases.

V. DISCUSSION

For the most part we believe that the figures and tables
of the preceding sections can speak for themselves, and so
we will comment' rather briefly on most of our results.
The major exceptions to this rule occur in our discussions
of the 2 S&—1 D& complex, of the pseudoscalar self-
conjugate isoscalar mesons, and of the scalar mesons.

A. Pseudoscalars and vectors

Mesons with 0 + and 1 quantum numbers ('So and
S& or D& ) are well described in the model. The spectros-

copy of the ground-state S-wave hyperfine pairs p-rr, K'-
K, D' D, F*-F, and P n,-(along with splittings -like A2B-
and g-A3 of subsections B and C below) provide strong
evidence for the Fermi contact term with the properties
predicted from one-gluon exchange. As already noted, it
is very significant that the strength of this term is that ex-
pected from the Coulombic term 4a.,(r) l3r required to-
fit the gross spectroscopy of mesons. The success of this
term depends on its short range, its (m;m~) ' mass
dependence, and on the fact that e, depends on r. It is

also from these states that we have our best evidence that
the model simultaneously describes orbital and radial exci-
tations via the heavy-quark sequences (f,g', f",g'", . . . )

and (Y,Y',Y",Y"', . . . ). In addition, the decay analysis
indicates that the internal structure of these states is well
understood. Perhaps the simplest example is that the ra-
tios of the leptonic widths of the n S& radial excitations
is in accord with the expected behavior of the ratios of the
quantities

~

4, (0)
~

Along with these successes, however, we encounter two
puzzles in the light-quark mesons with these quantum
numbers. The first puzzle relates to the identification of
the 2 S& and 1 D& states with observed meson reso-
nances; the second concerns the self-conjugate isoscalar-
pseudoscalar mesons.

In the cc system it is well known that the 1 D&
lb'(3770) level lies just above the 2 S& g'(3685) and we ex-
pect that for heavier systems this splitting will asymptoti-
cally approach (from above) the hydrogenic value of +—„
of the 2S-1S splitting. Conversely, according to this pic-
ture this splitting will increase as we move toward light-
quark systems so that we would expect the isovector 2 S~
state to now lie about twice as far below 1 D&. We know
experimentally that the 1 D3 state is at about 1700 MeV
where we predict it to be; it follows that we have good
grounds for supposing that the 2 S& state should be at
about 1450 MeV, where it is predicted to be. This does
not, however, accord very well with either the position of
the p'(1600), which is usually taken to be the radial exci-
tation of the p, nor with various other usual suppositions
about the radially excited vector-meson nonet. We-pro-
pose an alternative interpretation of the situation. Wheth-
er or not the details of what follows are correct, we would
stress that it seems to us certain that there are two sets of
1 resonances in the 1400—1900-MeV region and we
would argue that analysis of this region should always al-

low for this possibility.
The inhabitants of our alternative scenario are, accord-

ingly, the 2 S& states ps(1.45), co, (1.46), Ks(1.58),
Ps(1.69), and the 1 D~ states pz(1.66), roD(1. 66),
X~(1.78), PD(1.88). From the decay analysis of Sec. IV
we know many of their characteristics: from Table VII
we see that, via relativistic corrections, the pa, coD, and

PD are coupled to e+e with strengths comparable to
those of ps, res, and Ps, and from Table V (using the A3
to te11 us that D/S=1 and the m' and K' to tell us that
P/S =3) we can roughly estimate that
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TABLE VII. Leptonic, yy, and gluonic decays; charge radii.
(a) Leptonic decays T. he factors PI, Pz, Vz, and Vz are

P =M 'M ' '(21T) ' ' f d'p(4') ' 'e (p) E,E

1/2

P' =M 'M ' '(2') ' ' d' (4~) ' 'C ( )
1 1 1 E2

V =M M ' (2m) d p(4rr) ' @ (p)V V V
1 2

1/2

Vr ——M~ My'i (2m) i, fd p(4~) ' @y(p) 1—
E E

See Appendix D for further details. Note that P(p):—C&(p) Yi (Q~). As usual, the formulas
shown are for unmixed states; the effects of mixing are taken into account in the numerical
results. Note that an implicit exponent for I /E has been chosen to be unity in these formu-
las.

(b) yy decays. These predictions are based on the formula
3/2

3 (P~yy ) =&6eq f d p Pp(p)I ~ 2'

M3
A( P2~yy)= —( —', )'r

eq I
3p

f dp p'C'(p)

for an S-wave pseudoscalar made of qq of mass m in a wave function Pz(p); and

1/2
2

for a P wave meson wi-th radial wave function @(p); see Appendix D and Ref. 21 for details.
Note that an implicit exponent for m iE has once again been chosen to be unity in these for-
mulas.

(c) Gluonic decays. We use here the lowest-order QCD formulas

8 2 40 —9I ('S 2g)= lS ('0) l, I ('S, 3g)= —a, 'lS (0')
l3'g 81mg

and
32vras 2 8';, 2

1 ( P2~2g)=
l
Si(%)l, 1 ( P0~2g)=

2
lSi('ll)

l

45m@ 3f71g

where a, =a, (p ) with p the mass of the decaying meson and where SE(%) is defined in Eq.
(17).

(d) Charge radii. These predictions are based on the result (from Ref. 8 modified in the
usual way)

f
rE'= g e; (r )+,fd'p

l
4(p)

l

'
4m; E.

where the first term is the ordinary expectation value of the quark radius vector and the
second an approximate formula for the relativistic smearing of the quark-position operator.
We stress that the second term (with the value f=0.2 we obtain by fitting rE of the qr+) is
very important for light-quark systems and accounts for the usual discrepancy between the
size of the wave function of such systems and their measured charge radius.

Leptonic decays

Typical
decay Amplitude

Amplitude
formula

Predicted Experimental References,
amplitude amplitude footnotes

f
fx
fo

2v'3P.
2V'3P
2v 3P

+13
0.47

+ 0.13

0.95
0.32
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Typical
decay

F—+pv
8~IMv

1 'So(bc )~pv
&~A )v

~~X*(892)v
p~e+e
m —+e+e

e+e

ps ~e+e
pa~e+e

s~e+e
coD ~e+e
P~~e+e
PD ~e+e
P~e+e

g"'~e+e
Y~e+e
Y' —+e+e
Y"~e+e
Y"'—+e+e

1 D)(bb)~e+e
g~e+e

Amplitude

fr
fa
fb;
fA)

f,
f
fy
f„
fp
f,f,
fy,
fy
fp
fqf�-
yf"
fv
fr
fv-
f~

f1~D)(bb)

fg

TABLE VII. {Continued)

—0.012

+ 0.027

Leptonic decays

Amplitude Predicted
formula amplitude

2&3Pp + 0.17

2~3' + 0.033
2U 3Pb, -+0.091
2v 2P„' + 0.11

2v 3V, +O.3O

v 6V + 0.20
(-') / V +O.O7

—( —', )'/ Vp —0.11
v 6' —0.037

( —')' V' + 0 019

(
2 )1/2V

~s
( —,', )'"v.' + o.oo6

&s(
4 )1/2V

(
—", )'/'v~. „+o.o46

—( —, )'/ V~ + 0.017
—( —', )'"V~. —O.O14
—(-')'"v, - + o.o12

1

+( —", )'"v, + o.o1

Experimental
amplitude

References,
footnotes

0.10+0.04

0.28+0.07

0.20+0.02
0.07+0.01
0.07+0.01

0.08+0.01
0.049+0.007
0.020+0.003
0.028+0.007
0.023+0.002
0.015+0.002
0.012+0.002
0.010+0.002

hypothetical tt 1 5'& meson

Decay

7r~yy
7T'~yy

'9 yy
gi yy
ii yy

gc yy
9C yy
Ib ~yy

'9~ ~yy
A2 yyff' n'

Decay

gc ~2g

gc ~2g

Predicted
amplitude

2.6 eV»'
—1.0 keV'"

0.50 keV'
1.3 keV»

—2.7 keV»
—2.2 kev»2

2.6 keV»
—2.2 keV»

0 62 keV /'

1.5 keV'
—1.2 kev''
—1.9 keV'

0.25 kev»'

Predicted
amplitude
(Mev» )

4.7
0.42

—2.7

yy decays

Experimental
amplitude

2.8 g0. 1 eV'

0.57+0.05 keV»
2.3 +0.6 keV»

(5 keV'"

hypothetical tt 1'So meson
0.9+0.1 keV»
1.7+0. 1 kev'~
0.3+0.1 keV»

Gluonic decays

Experimental
amplitude
CMeV»2)

3.5+0.6
0.21+0.01

(3

References,
footnotes

b,c

References,
footnotes
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TABLE VII. (Continued)

Decay

Predicted
amplitude
(MeV'~2)

Gluonic decays

Experimental
amplitude
(MeV'~ )

References,
footnotes

'9b ~2g
Y~3g
'9b ~2g
Y ~3g
Y —+3g
Y ~3g

'Qt ~2g

+2c ~2g
+oc +2g
X2b ~2g
Sob ~2g
X2b ~2g
Sob ~2g

—0.28
2.5
0.21

—1.7
—0.15

0.13
—0.11

1.1
0.10
0.88
2.5
0.35
0.82

—0.37
—0.82

0.22+0.08

0.21+0.04

hypothetical tt 1'So meson
hypothetical tt 1 S~ meson

1.6+0.3
4 +0.5

Meson Predicted rF' (fm )

+ (0.66)
+ (0.59)
—(0.30)

Charge radii

Measured rg (fm )

+ (0.66+0.02)
+ (0.53+0.07)
—(0.23+0.05 )

References,
footnotes

d, fit
e
f

'Reference 23.
bThis amplitude is very sensitive to f f' mixing. -

'Reference 24.
dReference 25.
'Reference 26.
Reference 27.

I (pq~vrrr)=I (ps~rorr)=125 MeV,

f (ros~pvr)=300 MeV,

r(K,* K~)=r(K," KZ)=I (K,* pK)=r(K,' K*~)

=100 MeV,

1 (Ps~K*K+cc)=2I (Ps ~KK)=200 MeV,

and that

1 (pa~mvr)=41 (pg) ~co~)=4I'(pD —+KK)=100 MeV,

I ( coDpvr)=4I ( roDKK)=100 MeV,

I (K* K~)=r(K* Kq)=2r(K' K'~)

=21 (KD~pK )=75 MeV,
'

1'(Po ~KK )=2I"(PD ~K*K+cc)=100 MeV .

We now argue that the properties of these states are not
only consistent with what is known empirically but also
that they also could explain some puzzling features of the
data. Let us consider first the isovector channel. From
the simple decay modes of Table V above we have
I z ) 300 MeV and I z )200 MeV so that after taking

into account other modes it would not be surprising to
find I z -500 MeV and I"z -300 MeV. Recalhng that

their mass difference is only 200 MeV, it might thus be
that the reported p' is a mixture of the pD and pz weight-
ed in favor of the narrower pD, the fact that these states
will interfere and will appear with different relative
strengths in different experiments may account for the
large range of masses reported for the p' (from around
1450 to around 1700 MeV). For the ro-like states we find
from the simple decay modes I & 300 MeV while

I„)150 MeV, so taking into account possible widths toct)D—

other modes it seems plausible that states reported in this
channel (see, e.g., the report in Ref. 28 of an ro-like state
at 1.67 GeV) will be the coD with cos appearing, if at all, as
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a very broad background. When we consider the P-like
states, however, this pattern is broken: here the modes of
Table V should approximately. exhaust the Zweig-allowed
decays so we estimate I ~

—300 MeV and I ~ -150 MeV.
We would therefore expect in this case to see Pz, and we
would indeed argue for identifying this state with the
P'(1680): it has close to the predicted mass, and its width
and branching ratios are consistent with expectation [e.g. ,
P'(1680) decays preferentially to K'K+ cc rather than
KK as Ps is supposed to do and contrary to the predic-
tions for PD]. Moreover, we note that this identification
avoids the otherwise embarrassing interpretation of
P'(1680) as a partner of p'(1600): empirically, an ss state
in this region should be about 200 MeV heavier than its
isovector partner. Finally, turning to the K*-like states,
we find I,)350 MeV and I,)200 MeV. The sight-

ings of such a state range in mass from about 1500 to
1800 MeV with widths from about 200 to 400 MeV. This
certainly seems consistent with two such broad overlap-
ping resonances; the measurement of a Krr width of =75
MeV for this effect is also consistent with expectations.
As a final bit of evidence in favor of this interpretation,
we mention the fact that the pseudoscalar partners of the.
radially excited vector mesons are seen at approximately
their expected masses. To summarize: we argue that
there is already some indication that there are two 1

nonets close together and often overlapping in the region
normally associated with the radial excitation of the
ground-state nonet, and that analysis of the data in this
region should take this possibility into account.

The second puzzle in this sector which we would like to
discuss concerns the pseudoscalar mesons g, q', and their
radial excitations. As discussed in Sec. II, there are
reasons to believe that the annihilation amplitude in this
sector receives large positive nonperturbative contribu-
tions for light mesons and that it changes sign for very
heavy mesons. We have little faith in our ability to
describe this complex situation, but, as an illustration of
two possibilities, discuss the consequences of our models
P1 (18a) and P2 (18b) here.

We begin by discussing the simple model P1 in which
there are very strong positive annihilation amplitudes for
masses below m& which die out in the I—2-GeV region.
The result is a fairly standard picture of the g and g' as
nearly "perfectly mixed" (see the first of Refs. 5) states al-
though the q has in this model a significant admixture of
the radial excitation of the 2 '~ (uu+dd) state. With a
weaker but still very significant positive annihilation am-
plitude in the mass range of the m', its isoscalar partner is
heavier (mz —m =100 MeV) and it is natural to identi-~r
fy this third isoscalar state with the ~(1440) seen in P ra-
diative decays. Since the mechanism of Cohen, Lipkin,
and Isgur (in which the wave function at the origin is
automatically shifted to higher states by a positive-
annihilation amplitude) is in operation here, there is no
problem with the branching ratios for P radiative decays
into these states: see Table III and also footnote d to
Table VI which explains why the usual pole-model calcu-
lations of radiative decay rates based on mixing coeffi-
cients like those of Table III can only be used as a qualita-

tive guide in any event. This model predicts a further
state should be seen in f radiative decays at around 1.6
GeV. Pl is, however, incorrect if there really is a qq iso-
scalar in this channel at around 1.28 GeV as indicated by
one experiment. Before discussing the alternative P2,
which is a direct response to this possible difficulty with
Pl, we note that there are a number of conceivable prob-
lems with the interpretation of the m p~nrlnnda. ta of
Ref. 30. These problems are mainly related to the fact
that the observed pm' peak, with which it was not possi-

. ble to associate resonant phase motion, was seen in an iso-
bar analysis in the 5m channel where it both lies directly
.under the D(1285) and is superimposed on a reasonably
large 0 background. Another possible problem is associ-
ated with the peculiar nature of the 5 (see Sec. V D below)
which could distort the attempted 6m. isobar analysis.

In the model P2 the annihilation mass matrix depends
on the annihilation-channel mass so that its ith eigenvec-
tor must be found by iterating until the ith eigenvalue M;
coincides with the input mass M. At low masses (18b)
creates strong positive mixing between the 2 '~ (uu+dd)
and ss 1'So states to produce once again a nearly "per-
fectly mixed" g. As M approaches 1 GeV the annihila-
tion weakens so that the g' is half 1'So ss with com-
ponents of both 1'So and 2'So nonstrange states. The
third isoscalar state appears at 1.27 GeV, just above the
annihilation zero Mo, and can now be identified with the
g(1.28), while the fourth isoscalar at 1.55 GeV might
now be associated with the ~(1440). In P2, ~ is a dom-
inantly 2 So ss state which has been shifted down in mass
by annihilation. (Note that this predicted state is split
from its isovector companion by 0.25 GeV, compared to
the i-~ splitting of 0.14+0.11 GeV; in view of our experi-
ence with the spectroscopy of the nonisoscalar
n S~—n 'So splittings, we would consider our absolute
prediction in this case to be acceptable). Table III shows
that the cc content of these states is, in view of the uncer-
tainties just mentioned, once again acceptable.

These two pseudoscalar-mixing models are most sharp-
ly distinguished by the presence or absence of the state at
around 1.28 GeV, but they can also be distinguished by
the fact that in Pl the 1. is mainly n =2 (uu+dd)/v 2,
while in P2 it is mainly n =2 ss. Thus, for example,
~ —+py would be expected to be large in P1 and small in P2
as indicated in Table VI. '

The ~(1440) is widely considered as a candidate for a
glueball. Our models, while certainly not compelling, il-
lustrate that with our ignorance of annihilation forces in
this channel it is possible to accommodate this state as a
radial excitation. So long as such an interpretation of the
s(1440) is possible, its credentials as a glueball will prob-
ably remain questionable.

B. The P waves

The spectroscopy of P-wave mesons is most clearly
viewed in the cc system. In perturbation theory (which is
a good approximation in cc ) we would find that

E(2++)=E,+ , S , T+L, ———
E(1++)=E,+ ,'S+ T L, ——
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E (0++ ) =ED+ —,S 2T— 2L—, (25)

Apart from the P" (3770), which is mainly D&, our
knowledge of mesons with L & 1 comes from the SU(3)
meson families, where we have the sequences
(m, B,A3, . . . ), (p, A2, g, A2, . . . ), and (K,Qg, L, . . . ),

E(1+ ) =Eo——,S, (26)

where S arises from the contact term (and is small but
nonzero due to relativistic smearing), T arises from the
tensor term, and L from the spin-orbit interaction. Since
the 1+ state has not yet been found, we concentrate on
the C = + states from which we can deduce that
T =+20+2 MeV and L =+34+3 MeV, which compare
reasonably well with the calculated values of +13 MeV
and +28 MeV, respectively. We stress that these values
are not fit, but rather follow once the parameters of the
spin-independent parts of the potential are determined. It
is particularly worth noting that the small value of L is a
result of a strong cancellation between the color-magnetic
spin-orbit interaction (6) and the Thomas-precession term
(7).

The situation in light-quark P-wave mesons is less sa-

tisfactory because the relativistic modification factors
1+2m(mlE) play an important role. This means that al-

though a strong cancellation between L, and L,p
cer-

tainly occurs here as well, the residual is less certain. We
believe it would be extremely valuable to study these ef-
fects in a fully relativistic model to determine less
phenomenologically the nature of the required modifica-
tions. In the meantime we can note that our values for
the e's are reasonable and have roughly the characteristics
we anticipated in the discussion of Appendix A. Further-
more, our method of implementing these effects (which,
after all, are certainly present in some form) can be tested
in several ways. It would, for example, be encouraging to
find that the ss spectrum with its considerably smaller
values of E/m, is indeed correspondingly closer to having
unmodified spin-orbit effects. It will also be interesting to
see if the inversion of spin-orbit multiplets at high /

predicted as a consequence of the color-magnetic—
Thomas-precession cancellation, which our results con-
firm, actually occurs.

Despite these uncertainties, there seems to be little
doubt that the main characteristics of the P-wave states
are correctly given by the model after examining their de-
cays:

(1) The successful description of the E 1 transitions in
charmonium and b-quarkonium indicates that the spatial
wave functions are basically correct; they even provide
reasonable evidence that the distortions expected from
spin-orbit effects are present. '

(2) The successful description of the decays of the
light-quark P waves indicates that the expected relations
between these multiplets exist.

(3) The mixing in the Q ~
- Q2 system is automatically

explained in sign and magnitude by the same forces that
generate the spectroscopy, although it appears that there
may be a significant decay-channel mixing in operation
here as well.

C. Higher-L excitations

(K*,K*(1780),K*(2060), . . .). The overall quality of the
model's spectroscopic description of these states is good.
Some of the details of this spectroscopy bear further com-
ment however: (1) For a long-range spin-spin interaction,
the S =0 state of any L would be split from the center of
gravity of its S =1 partners by (approximately) the 'So-
S& ground-state splitting. Clearly, as mentioned already,

the facts that the B(1235) and A3(1680) are not 640 MeV
below their S =1 counterparts indicates once again that
the S; Sj piece of the hyperfine interaction is short range.
(2) The spacings of the light-quark excitations, falling as
they do in the linear part of the potential, provide a strong
constraint on the slope parameter b. It is impressive that
this slope agrees with the one required to explain the spec-
troscopy of the radial excitations of the g and Y systems
(see Fig. 12).

Once again, any questions about the model's ability to
describe the internal structure of orbital excitations would
seem to be dispelled by the successful description the
model affords of the couplings of these states. Especially
impressive is the fact that the pionic decays of the whole
natural-parity sequence can be described by the single de-
cay parameter A.

D. The scalar mesons

As one would expect from the charmonium P waves,
our model predicts that the Po qq states lie (in each fla-
vor sector) roughly 200 MeV below the P2 states
A2(1310), f(1270), K*(1430), and f'(1515). It is at first
sight tempting to associate the two lowest such states with
the nearly degenerate states 6(980) (IJ = 10++ ) and
S*(980) (IJ =00++), but such an assignment is very
difficult to implement. Putting aside for the moment any
discrepancies with mass predictions, we can probably rule
out this assignment by noting that these states have
predicted couplings which are inconsistent with their ob-
served properties: the width of the S* would, if S* were
a 2 ' (uu+dd) Po state, be nearly 1000 MeV (versus its
measured total width of about 30 MeV) while if the 5
were a 2 '~ (uu —dd) Po state its width would be about
400 MeV (versus a measured total width of approximately
50 MeV). Clearly there is something wrong.

It seems to us very unlikely that the decay model can be
blamed since it correctly predicts the closely related S-
wave decays B~[u~]s and A~~[pm]s. (Of course we
cannot rule out the possibility of anomalous behavior in
the channel with vacuum quantum numbers, but prelimi-
nary results from a study of more realistic decay models'
confirm these conclusions. )

Especially in view of this glaring discrepancy, but also
considering the spectroscopy and branching ratios of these
states, the most attractive alternative seems to us to be the
one given by Ref. 34, that the 5 and S' are EE bound
states. This identification, which was based on a varia-
tional calculation for the qqqq system using a simplified
form of our Hamiltonian, is closely related to the earlier
suggestion that the 5 and S* could be identified as two
members of the low-lying "cryptoexotic" qqqq 0++ no-
net of the bag model. According to Ref. 34, while basi-
cally confirming the bag-model proposal for these two
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states, the potential-model approach helps to strengthen
the qqqq interpretation of these states in several ways:

(1) The qqqq wave function in the potential model
naturally clusters into two weakly bound color-singlet
mesons. This explains why the 5 and S* are found just
below EK threshold.

(2) The color hyperfine interaction plays a crucial role
in the binding process. If the quarks are too heavy, this
interaction is too weak to cause binding; if they are too
light, then the hyperfine interactions create a strong inter-
meson attraction but the mesons become too light to be
bound. Thus a complete cryptoexotic nonet is not expect-
ed and in Ref. 34 it was argued that probably only the KK
system binds. The potential model thus avoids the predic-
tion not only of unseen nonet partners to the S* and 6 but
also, perhaps, of qqqq resonances in all other channels (for
which there is no apparent place in the spectrum).

(3) The correct absolute widths of the 5 and S* emerge
from the KK bound-state picture. The decay of the S* to
n.m. , for example, occurs in this view as a consequence of
the inelastic collision KK~vrrt of the two weakly bound
kaons. The predicted narrow widths I (S*~na)=15
MeV and I (5—+pm)=40 MeV are in fact a consequence
of the weak binding since the KK wave function is so
large as to make such collisions improbable. These
predicted narrow widths are in marked contrast to the qq
interpretation, as already mentioned, but they may also be
contrasted with those of the bag-model interpretation
where 6~g~ would be a fast "fall-apart" mode.

%'e propose to accept the qqqq potential-model calcula-
tion which identifies the 5(980) and S*(980) as weakly
bound EE states and to argue that together with our
predicted qq Po nonet (and their radial excitations) these
states may provide an adequate description of the compli-
cated experimental situation in 0+ channels.

Let us begin by considering the IJ =00++ channel of
mm and KK scattering. The states which may be expect-
ed to contribute to this channel are listed in Table VIII
along with some of their properties. If we neglect for the
moment any channels except mm and EK, then the S ma-
trix must be of the form

2i 5~~'ge

i(1—g) e~ 2 1/2 ~~ )(:Z

2 1/2 ~~+ xTc~i(1—g) e
2i5-

KK
(27)

and T=(1/2i)(S —1). For a single Breit-Wigner reso-
nance we would have

T,, =(x;x,)'" I /2
M —E—iI /2

1/2 i~Bw~=(x;xi )' e .. sin5Bw(E)

ip"
=a;Je tj (28)

where x; =I;/I is the branching ratio to channel i Us-.
ing these results and the values of Table VIII as input, we
show in Fig. 16 the effect that each of the states in the
table would have on the coupled-channel T matrix if they
acted alone. Note. that in this limit

g = [1—4x (E)x~x(E)sin 5Bw(E)]' (29)

560— IMENT

270—

180—

90'-

We have also shown in the figure the effect on the scatter-
ing of the potential V which binds the S*.

We believe that these curves of individual contributions
make plausible the eventual explanation of the
IJ =00++ channel in terms of these elements. Of

TABLE VIII. States contributing to I =0, S-wave, mm and
KK scattering. Note that we have not considered here the possi-
bility of mixing between these states via annihilation.
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FICx. 16. Some effects in IJ =00++ scattering.
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course to demonstrate that such an explanation is correct,
one must simultaneously consider the effects of V, S*, e,
e', and e„(as well as other possible inelastic modes like gq
and multibody final states). There is, a pviovi, no unique
way of doing this: there are an infinity of ways in which
unitarity can be implemented in such a system, and only
by understanding the physics of the interplay of the con-
tributing effects can the correct method be chosen. Let us
try to illustrate this point by going below KE threshold
and considering ~m scattering in the S*, e system. From
the physical picture of the 5' as a EE bound state, it is
most natural to suppose that these two states interact (in
first order) only very indirectly via the chain
~~~@—+EL—+S*—+EL—+@~~~. Obviously such an in-
teraction can lead to different results from one where, for
example, both contributing states couple directly to m~ so
that chains like m~~R

&

~m.m~A2~~m can occur. We
hope that by carefully considering dynamics of this sort it
may be possible to substantiate an explanation of the

IJ =00++ channel along the lines we have outlined
here.

We next turn to the IJ = 10++ channel which may be
expected to receive contributions from the states listed in
Table IX. States in this channel have for the most part
been seen in production experiments where the very broad
52(1090) might be lost (see Fig. 17). Since these states can
only be produced in m.X reactions by g, 8, . . . exchange,
they are considerably more difficult to study than their
isoscalar companions. There are some indications, howev-
er, that the 5(980) behaves much like the S"(980) in the
EE channel, lending further support to an interpretation
of both as KK bound states.

Finally, we consider the IJ = —,0+ channel with the
states of Table X contributing. Figure 18 shows the con-
tributions of these states along with the potential term V
analogous to that present in EE scattering, but too weak
to produce a bound state. To emphasize our earlier com-
ments, especially in view of our prediction that the I'o ~
lies considerably below the apparent resonance in this
channel, we make a further simple comment here on the
question of whether the three effects noted in the figure
might reproduce the observed phase shifts. In the region
around 1250 MeV where /=5, =90, unitarity could be
preserved either by adding to T„some small T-matrix ele-
ment hT (from V or a') or by adding to the v phase shift

0 I I I l I I l

800 900 1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500

~s (MeV)

FIG. 17. Incoherent production rate (in arbitrary units) of
6(980) and 52(1090) in the ratio 1:5.

5„ the corresponding b,5 (from V or a.'). These two
methods lead to 5=6 +65, respectively. The correct re-
sult, as remarked earlier, can only be decided on the basis
of the physical mechanisms by which the various effects
interact.

Of course, in all three of these IJ channels we are
dealing with resonances which mould be among the widest
known hadrons, so there is also the possibility that they
have suffered larger than normal shifts in their masses
from the narrow-resonance approximation we have as-
sumed. Even without this uncertainty, however, we be-
lieve that our interpretation of these states is, for the mo-
ment at least, viable.

E. The missing resonances

As was the case with the related analysis of baryon de-
cays, " an examination of the predicted couplings of miss-
ing meson resonances usually provides a reasonable under-
standing of why they have not yet been found, as well as
in most cases providing guidance in how a search for
them might most profitably be made. While such an
analysis is beyond the scope of the present work, we shall
mention, by way of illustration, two examples:

(1) The A3 is very prominent because it has a predicted
(and observed) width of about 100 MeV to the simple

TABLE IX. States contributing to I=1, S-wave, g~ and KE
scattering.
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FICs. 18. Some effects in IJ =
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0+ scattering.
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TABLE X. States contributing to I = 2, S-wave, Km. scatter-

ing. Xb Xc

State (mass in MeV) %'idths on resonance Corn ments

~(1240)

x'(1890)

I =400 MeV
xg„—1

I -500 MeV'?

XK~(( 1

gg Pp

radial excitation
of x(1240) I SI T

0 b

channel pm. Its isoscalar partner, on the other hand, has
as its only available simple decay channel K K+K'K for
which it has a width of only about 20 MeV. Clearly it
would have been difficult to find such an inelastic state by
bump-hunting, -and a high statistics isobar-type analysis
will be required to see this state in this mode. (It is also
possible that this state may be prominent in a mode like
32m but a more sophisticated decay analysis will be re-
quired to delineate such possibilities. )

(2) The I = 1 1 D2 state along with all its nonet
partners (with the possible exception of the us state), is
missing. In this case the state is predicted to have a
prominent decay mode to [rum]p with a width of about 50
MeV and so could be seen by an experiment sensitive to
this channel. The main uncertainty in examining these
sorts of questions is the tota1 width of a given high-mass
state: even a state with a healthy width to some simple
mode will probably be lost if its total width is much above
400 MeV. Since highly excited states would in fact be ex-
pected to have strong decay modes to other excited states,
a more sophisticated decay model than the one we have
used here will once again be required to make any study
of missing resonances complete.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND COMMENTS

In our view, this attempt to construct a quark model
with chromodynamics for mesons has been reasonably
successful. Although if one examines the ability of the
model to describe any particular aspect of meson structure
it is usually less accurate than more ad hoc schemes, we
believe its inaccuracy is more than offset by its unity and
breadth of application (see Fig. 19).

On the negative side, perhaps the most disappointing
feature of our model is that to cope with relativistic ef-
fects we have been forced to introduce a new set of pa-
rameters which we should in principle be able to calculate.
While the concomitant uncertainties have little effect in
heavy-quark sectors, we believe that future progress in
light-quark spectroscopy within this framework lies in the
direction of handling these effects more rigorously and
more economically. Nevertheless, we believe that we have
managed to take into account semiquantitatively the main
relativistic modifications to the nonrelativistic quark
model and to demonstrate their importance to a unified
picture of meson structure. A second shortcoming of the
model, which it shares with other attempts, is its weak-
ness in isoscalar channels where annihilation effects can
be important. As discussed in the text, this problem is
especially severe in the pseudoscalar channel. Of course,
one can concentrate on channels with net flavor, but in

FIG. 19. A graphic illustration of the universality of meson
dynamics from the ~ to the r, showing the splittings of P2 and
'Sp from 'S& in the bb, ec, ss, us, and ud families.

practical terms this is an unpleasant limitation: over a
third of all known light mesons are isoscalars. It remains
to be seen, on the other hand, whether the model's inabili-
ty to provide an immediate explanation for some states,
like the possible resonance 8(1660) seen in 1(t radiative de-
cays, is a shortcoming. One exciting possibility is, of
course, that states which cannot be accommodated in this
scheme wi11 prove to be new kinds of hadronic objects,
1ike pure glue states or hybrids.

FinaHy, despite our reservations, which are more exten-
sive than the main ones we have just mentioned, we find it
difficult to doubt the basic validity of the model. From
their masses and quantum numbers to their static proper-
ties, electromagnetic, weak, and strong decays, it seems to
us to consistently provide a recognizable (though at times
very coarse) portrait of the whole meson family. 39
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APPENDIX A: BUILDING THE EFFECTIVE
qq POTENTIAL

We arrive at the effective qq potential of the text by
first constructing a potential that reproduces on-shell qq
scattering amplitudes in the center-of-mass frame,
motivated by simple arguments based on QCD." The
two key ingredients of the assumed interaction are a
short-range y"@y& interaction
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—4a, (G(Q')=

and a long-range 11 linear confining interaction S(Q )

suggested by lattice QCD calculations. ' We include the
effects of asymptotic freedom by using the Ansatz (12) for
~r, (Q').

By this method we find for
~ p ~

=
~

p' ~:—p that

X, X-, , V,rf(P, r)X,Xr

1 I d Qe'o'U(p', s')V( —p,s)I(Q )
(2n )

where

I ( Q ) =G (Q )(y")~(y„)-—&(Q')( l lq (1)-

with Q=p' —p and P=(p+p')/2. With

f (P,r)—: jd Q e'~'f (P,Q)
(2m. )

we find

V,ff(P, r) =G,ff(P, r)+S,ff(P, r),

(A2)

(A3)

(A4)

X U(p, ~)V( —p' s '), (A 1) where

G,g(P, r)= I d Qe'~'G(Q ) 1—
(2~) 4E E+m E E+m

g& igXP S1- -- +--
4E(E+m ) E(E+m )

P —2iQXSq P—2iQX S-

2E
(A5)

and

2

S,rf(P, r) = J d Q e'O'S(Q )
(2m) E 4E E+m

iQXP Sq

E(E+m)
Q2=+--

E 4E&E+m )

iQXP S-

E(E+m )

(A6)

where m and m are the quark and antiquark masses,

S~ and S are their spins, and E =(p +m~)'~,
( 2+m 5)1/2

For on-shell qq scattering at c.m. momentum p these
results are exact, i.e., these potentials will reproduce exact-
ly the scattering amplitudes we have assumed. There are
several reasons, however, for not using these potentials
directly in (1). The first is that as they stand they do not
adequately reflect the full expected momentum depen-
dence of the potential V(P, r) in (1) since it will in general
have off-energy-shell behavior not considered in (Al). In
field theory the Schrodinger equation (1) arises in the qq
sector of Fock space by integrating over more complex
components of Fock space such as

~
qqg), and this in-

tegration will introduce additional P dependence in V not
seen in (A 1). Related to this deficiency is the fact that po-
tentials like (A5) and (A6) have the usual ambiguity in the
ordering of the classical quantities E and E into a quan-

tum operator: a matrix element involving E will in gen-

eral depend on p and p'. Another reason for not using
the above potentials without modification has specifically
to do with (A6). It seems to us very unlikely that the con-
finement potential is a simple 1X 1 interaction: the pic-
ture that emerges from studies of lattice QCD indicates
that it is spin-independent, but that it arises from a distor-
tion of a Coulomb interaction. If in fact we use one-
dimensional QED as a guide, then we would expect the

which we apply to our basic potent1als G(r) and g(r) to
obtain smeared potentials G(r) and S(r) via

fj(r)= f d r'pj(r r')f(r')—
with the prescription

(A8)

1 1
Osj. ——OO

—+—
2 2 (m +mi)

- 4
2m;mj+s
m;+mJ

2

(A9)

confinement potential to not only be spin-independent, but
also p-independent.

We respond to this situation by treating (A5) and (A6)
as a framework on which to build a semiquantitative
model of relativistic effects. We roughly classify these ef-
fects into three categories: (a) the strengths of the various
interactions will depend on the c.m. momentum of the in-
teracting quarks, (b) the interactions will, since they de-
pend on both P and Q, be nonlocal, and (c) the interac-
tions will, through Q dependence, take on new r depen-
dences. Based on (b) and (c) we introduce a smearing
function for a meson q;q~

3

(A7)
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where o.o and s are the universal parameters given in
Table II. The parameter oo reflects the fact that in a con-
fined system the smearing must be limited, while s is the
coefficient of the expected linear relation a~& ——sm~ for a
heavy QQ system. The complicated m;, mj dependence of
the o.o term in (A9), designed to reflect the fact that in a

Qq system the light quark is more relativistic than in qq,
is significant mainly for pseudoscalar mesons. (If, how-

ever, the coefficient of o.o were replaced by unity these
states would shift by only of order 30 MeV. ) Using (12)
for the running coupling constant and Fourier transform
ing leads to

2
1/2

G(r) +1—+
2

1/2

G(r) 1+

(2) The contact, tensor, vector spin-orbit, and scalar
spin-orbit potentials should be modified according to

and (A13) should already contain the Q -dependence-
induced modifications of the form of the potentials, we
examine (A5) and (A6) as Q —+0 and conclude the follow-
ing.

(1) The Coulomb term should be modified according to

(A10)
V~ (r)

m1Pl2

rPl 1m 2

E1E2

I j2+e; V ( )
' '1/2+a, .

m1m2 E1E2

S(r)=br+c .
The result (13) follows from the definition

4a, (r)G(r)=-
3r

The resulting smeared potentials are

—G'" f'.2 2
lJ

~m'o;Jr'
1 2 &J ~2+ ~+ 2 ~ 8 dX +C

where

1
2 2+ 2.

kiZ 7k

(A 1 1)

(A12)

(A13)

(A14)

where i =contact (c), tensor (t), vector spin-orbit [so(U)],
scalar spin-orbit [so(s)]. If e; =0 then these modifications
have the effect of replacing the nonrelativistic mass
dependences 1/m~m p ( = 1/m, 1/m, or 1/mm ) of
these potentials by I/E~E~. The parameters e;, which
are therefore expected to be small, are given in Table II.

(3) On the basis of the solutions to the (at least superfi-

cially) similar example of QED in one dimension, which
confines with a linear potential, we assume that S(r) is
unmodified by relativistic corrections. ' We remark that
if we were to introduce a parameter et;„„,for this poten-
tial, we would be forced phenomenologically to set
e~;„„,=0; this observation offers some indirect support for
the one-dimensional flux-tube model of confinement in
QCD.

Since both experimentally and, partly as a consequence
of m/E suppressions, theoretically the spin-orbit interac-
tions are relatively weak, we ignore the "second-order"
spin-orbit terms of the form (Q pXS&)(Q pals ) in both

G,fg and S,ff. Reverting (as allowed by the resulting sym-
metry) to the 1,2 labeling of the text, this leaves us with
the approximate forms of the potentials which we use in
our calculations. Defining for compactness

On the other hand, we take into account the effect (a) by
introducing momentum depend-ent factors in the various
interactions which go to unity in the nonrelativistic limit
to give back the potentials (3)—(7) of the text. Since (A12)

1/2+a;
PlaPg pf' p(r)=

a p

we have

f(r)
a p

' 1/2+a,

' 1/2

G,ff(r) = 1+
1 2

2

G(r) 1+
1 2

1/2

S,.r. 1 aG", ,
" S, r. 1 aG2", "' (S,+S,).Z. 1 aG",,"

2pyz12 r Br 2m22 r 3r Ul 1 Pl 2 r C)r

+ V 612—
3m10z2

S).rs2. r —
3 S) S2

P2l 1PPl 2

I
Qr r Bl"

(A15)
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and

S,.j 1
aS""

2m&
(A16)

To actually perform calculations with these potentials
we diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrix obtained from (1)
in a (large) harmonic-oscillator basis. The harmonic basis
is particularly useful in this context. For example, to take
a matrix element of an operator of the form f(p)g(r) we
use

& ~ If(p)g(r)
I J & = g &~ If(»

I
n) &n

I
g(r)

I
j&

The matrix elements &i
I f (p) I

n ) are then calculated in
momentum space, while the matrix elements & n

I g (r)
I j )

are calculated in configuration space. Since for a
harmonic-oscillator basis these two sets of wave functions
are simple polynomials of the same form, the calculations
are especially simple. Once the elements of the Hamil-
tonian matrix are calculated this way, the choice of the
Gaussian parameter P which characterizes the harmonic-
oscillator basis is optimized in accordance with the varia-
tional principle. (Note that the best energy for a given
state can always be obtained by minimizing it with respect
to P. Of course to generate an orthogonal set of wave
functions in a given sector, a single value of P must be
used, and in practice we take the value that minimizes the
energy of the last state of the set for this purpose. Our
basis is so large that very little error is introduced in this
approximation. )

APPENDIX B: WAVE-FUNCTION CONVENTIONS

Here we make all of our wave-function conventions ex-
plicit so that our results may be more readily used. First,
since we use the "natural" SU(3) conventions for quark
and antiquark transfer operators (q;~qj is always + 1

and q; —+qj is always —1) our flavor wave functions, re-
ferred to the names of the pseudoscalar octet but generally
applicable, are

which satisfy the de Swart conventions on phases. For
ideally mixed isoscalar mesons we take

M = (uu+ dd),1

2

M, =ss,

(810)

(811)

and normally define mixing angles P relative to this basis
via

M =M cosP —M, sing,
M' =M, cosg+M„, sing,

(812)

(813)

so that $=6sU(3) 0;d„~, where 8;d„~-35.3'. (Note that
for OsU(3) +0 we get M~+"q&", M'~ —"q8" as a
consequence of our conventions. ) In the special case of
the pseudoscalar mesons, we will often use the "perfect-
mixing" states (see the first of Refs. 5),

(M„,—M, ),1

2

(M„,+M, )
1

2

(814)

(815)

which correspond to an SU(3) mixing angle of
0;d„,—45'= —10'. (Note that these states follow from
(812) and (813) by taking P= —45' so that M~g'=q~,
M'~ —r) =—g8). For heavy-quark mesons we ignore all
symmetries except isospin and simply take our state vec-
tors to be +

I Qq ), where Q is the heavy quark and q any
other quark except the d, including Q itself. We use
—

I
Qd ) so that ( —

I
Qd ),

I
Qu ) ) form an isospin multi-

plet analogous to (IC,E ).
The SU(3) flavor wave functions lead to coupling

operators Xz in (19) given by

= —ud

7r = (uu —dd),
2

(81)

(82)

(83)

X) —l A, p
X, = —v2

2
(u~ —v'2d ),

Xq =+A3 (u ~u, d ~—d),

(816)

(817)

K+ = —us,
E'= —ds,
X'= —sd,

1
g8 —— (uu+dd —2ss ),

6

1 (uu+dd+ss)
3

(84)

(85)

(86)

(87)

(88)

(89)

X,
k)+l kp

2

Xq ——— 2
A.g

—l A, s

2

go A6+ll7
X = — 2

(d~v 2u),

(u —+ —v 2s),

(d~ —v 2s),

(s —+ —v 2d),

(819)

(820)

(821)
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(s ~v'2u ),

v2+1 v2-1
v6 ' v6ks+

1/2
2
3

r

I4+ L A 5~E
2

(822)
137/2

+100 + 3/4

p9/2

3/4

1/2

(
2 3

p
—2)e p2r2/—2

3

1/2
2 &p —2) —Pr /2

2
(836)

V'2+ I
v6

1/2
2
3

v'2 —1
A 8

Q
u~,d~, s ~—s, (823)

&2 &2
We complete these conventions by noting that when

constructing the states
~

+ 'L&M ) we combine angular
momenta in the I.-S order with Wigner's conventional
Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. Thus,

Q

&2 v'2 (824)

where 71 and 71' are defined in (814) and (815) and the A.'s

are the usual Gell-Mann matrices. The operators X' are
given by the same formulas but with

~

/I+(+)) = ~I=I3 ——1, 1 PL )
' 1/2

1
( q'o&L&Lo

2

(837)

with our conventions.
Our spin wave functions are the obvious ones:

1/2
1

Xo —— — (» —it),
2

(826)

APPENDIX C: CONVERSION FROM HELICITY
TO PARTIAL-WAVE AMPLITUDES

In terms of the helicity amplitude

H =A[M*., —+M~~+P(qz)]

defined by Eq. (19), the decay rate is (see below)

L11—t T

'1/2

XLo —— — (tt+ tt),1

2

(827)

(828)

I-(M* M+P)= „' q y ~H
2j + 1 2n

where

(C2)

and our color wave function,
1/2

(RR +88+ YY)
3

(830)

(2~)9"
(2M*2m)'"

It is convenient to define h =v 2H for m &0 and
h p =Hp so that we can write

(C3)

+011=—

+022= +

P p2r 2/2—3/2

3/4

5/2
e p2r 2/2—

3/4 P + 'e

p 1 2 p2r2/2
7/2

3/4 3/2 +

(831)

(832)

(833)

is even more obvious.
Our conventions for spatial wave functions are more in-

volved. We choose them so that in the harmonic limit
they go over into the following harmonic-oscillator wave
functions P„i~ (where n is the number of radial nodes
minus one):

m)0

We then find that if M is a spin-zero particle, the partial-
wave amplitudes AL ——hp and that if M is a vector parti-
cle we have the results of Table XI. For photon ampli-
tudes we quote our results directly as helicity amplitudes
so that these conversions are unnecessary.

In proceeding to the above formula for the rate, we
have set a factor of F./M' = 1, consistent with our nonre-
lativistic calculation. There is, however, some further
motivation for doing this: in the mock-hadron method of
Ref. 8 and Appendix D, this factor is automatically ab-
sent in the simple cases like magnetic-dipole decays which
it can treat.

p 1 3 p'r'/29/2
+033=— (834)

APPENDIX D: THE MOCK-MESON METHOD

etc., where r+ ——x+iy and the alternating sign follows
the sign of I'lL (8,$), and where the lower states of each
I. rnultiplet follow from the Condon-Shortley convention.
For radial excitations we follow the convention that as
r~ao the ratio of a radial excitation to its ground state
should be positive. Thus

The mock-meson method assumes a correspondence
between Lorentz-invariant amplitudes of real hadrons and
those of free quarks. The prescription is to (1) express the
physical matrix element ~ in terms of Lorentz covariants
with .scalar coefficients /I, (2) with each hadron H of
mass MH associate a mock hadron H (consisting of free
quarks with the wave function of the bound quarks in H)
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Positive parity M* Negative parity M*

TABLE XI. Conversion from helieity to partial-wave ampli-
tudes in M*.~ ~V+P.

J

M. =2 I d'p E
I 0 (p)

I

we then find

Ag =V2/3h, +V'1/3ho

AD ——V 1/3hi —V 2/3ho

Ap ———ho

Ap ———h)

2M ' M

M +M

&& f d pg+„z

e
p „=p = —cos(0&—8;„„,)

(D3)

AD —V 4/7hi+V 3/7ho

A G =V'3 /7h )
—V 4/7ho

AG ———h)

AG =V 6/1 1h 1 +V 5/1 1 ho

AI ——V5/1 lh )
—V 6/1 lho

Ap =V 3/5h(+ V 2/5ho

Ap=V 2/5h) —V 3/5ho

AF ———h)

Ap=V 5/9h, +V4/9ho

AH =V 4/9hi —V 5/9ho

(0
~

At'(0)
~

P(k) ) =
3/2 ifpMpkl' (D4)

which of course reduces to the usual nonrelativistic result
in the limit that (p )~0.

We do not take the precise forms of the relativistic
modifications to amplitudes, e.g. , the factor
(m +2E/3E ) in (D3) too seriously, but use it as a guide:
our prescription is to modify the leading behavior of all
such matrix elements by inserting factors of
(m;mj /E;EJ ) with f a fitted parameter.

For convenience we now list various other definitions
and results we use in the text. First the definitions: for
P—+le and related decays we use

and a mock mass MH equal to the mean total energy of
the (free) quarks in H, (3) calculate ~, the mock matrix
element, in terms of free-quark amplitudes, and (4) if (as
is the case in many simple circumstances) M has the same
form as M take A =A. Such a procedure is obviously not
completely satisfactory, but it at least amounts to a partial
relativization of the quark model.

A simple example will perhaps help to clarify the
prescription: consider co~.I7y. The relevant hadronic
matrix element is

(0
~

j", (0)
~

V(e, k)) =
~ efpMv e"

(2~) /

while for r~A ~v, the analogous definition

(D5)

(0~ A~)+;2(0)
~
A) (e,k)) = f~ M~ e"

( )3/2

is used. In terms of these couplings it follows that

(D6)

with all matrix elements defined in terms of the appropri-
ate axial-vector current with unit strength; for V~I+I
and related decays we take

(~(k')
~
j", (o)

~

~(e, k))

P, „eP'"Pre,(k' k)p(k'+k)r . —
(2rr)

(Dl)
2 2 2

r(P lU) = G fpm(
(Mp —Mi )

8MI n
(D7)

We wish to know p~ so we calculate instead p by tak-
ing the matrix element of j", in mock mesons. For exam-
ple, as k —+0 (we always must work with states nearly at
rest for which E=M)

i
8(+,k) )

=(2M )'/2 I gd p p (p)

I (V~l+1 )= a Mpfp
3

G fg m, Mg~
I (r~A (v, ) =

16m

2M'
X 1+

APE ~

Mg
1—

Vl~

(D8)

(D9)

Xa; q;
—+p, & q;

——p, t

(D2)
and

I ( V~Py)= —,a4 PI v

e

2

where a„=ae =(—,
' )'/ are flavor factors, p„(p) is the nor-

malized momentum-space wave function, and

2

3
CO&I (P +Vy)=4a-PI v

e
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